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RULING POLYNOMIALS AND AUGMENTATIONS FOR
LEGENDRIAN TANGLES
TAO SU
Abstract. Associated to Legendrian links in the standard contact three-space, Ruling
polynomials are Legendrian isotopy invariants, which also compute augmentation num-
bers, that is, the points-counting of augmentation varieties for Legendrian links (up to
a normalized factor) [HR15]. In this article, we generalize this picture to Legendrian
tangles, which are morally the pieces obtained by cutting Legendrian link fronts along
2 vertical lines. Moreover, we show that the Ruling polynomials for Legendrian tangles
satisfy the composition axiom. In the special case of Legendrian knots, our arguments
provide new proofs to the main results in [HR15]. In the end, we also introduce general-
ized Ruling polynomials for Legendrian tangles, to account for non-acyclic augmentations
in the “Ruling polynomials compute augmentation numbers” picture.
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Introduction
Similar to smooth knot theory, there’s a parallel study of Legendrian knots in con-
tact three manifolds. The fundamental case is the Legendrian knots in the standard
contact three space. The classical Legendrian invariants are the topological knot type,
the Thurston-Bennequin number and the rotation number. They determine a complete
set of invariants for some Legendrian knots, including the unknots, torus knots and the
figure eight knots [EF95, EH00]. However, in general they do not determine a complete
Legendrian knot invariant, as shown by the Chekanov pairs [Che02]. They have the
same classical invariants, but are distinguished by a stronger invariant, the Chekanov-
Eliashberg differential graded algebra. The Chekanov-Eliashberg DGAs are special cases
of Legendrian contact homology differential graded algebras (LCH DGAs). Morally, as-
sociate to any pair (V,Λ) of a Legendrian submanifold Λ contained in a contact manifold
V the LCH DGAs (A(V,Λ), ∂) are defined via Floer theory [Eli98, EGH00]. The gener-
ators are indexed by the Reeb chords of Λ. The differential counts holomorphic disks in
the symplectization R × V , with boundaries along the Lagrangian cylinder R × Λ, and
meeting the Reeb chords at positive or negative infinity. The algebras are Legendrian
isotopy invariants, up to homotopy equivalence. In the case for Legendrian knots Λ in
the standard contact three space, the LCH DGA (A(Λ), ∂) can also be defined purely
combinatorially [Che02,ENS02].
Usually, the LCH DGAs (A(Λ), ∂) associated to Legendrian knots are hard to work
with directly. Instead, one tries to extract some numerical invariants from them. One
fundamental idea in [Che02] is to consider the functor of points of (A(Λ), ∂):
commutative ring r→ {DGA morphisms (A, ∂)→ r}/DGA homotopy
and count the points appropriately over a finite field. One way to do so is as follows. Let
r be the gcd of the rotation numbers of the connected components of Λ, which ensures
the existence of a Z/2r-valued Maslov potential µ, the DGA A(Λ) associated to (Λ, µ) is
then naturally Z/2r-graded. Start with a nonnegative integer m dividing 2r, we consider
the space of Z/m-graded augmentations (“m-graded points”) valued in any finite field
k. This defines an algebraic variety Augm(Λ, k), called the augmentation variety (See 4.1
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for more details). Now, a normalized count of the points of Augm(Λ,Fq) over a finite
field Fq gives the augmentation number augm(Λ, q) := q−dimCAug(Λ,C)|Aug(Λ,Fq)|. This is
a Legendrian isotopy invariant [HR15, Thm.3.2] and in fact distinguishes the Chekanov
pairs.
More recently, some categorical Legendrian isotopy invariants, the augmentation cat-
egories Aug+(Λ, k),Aug−(Λ, k), and also some of their equivalent versions or general-
izations are constructed [STZ14, BC14, NRSSZ15]. The augmentation categories are A∞
categories, and up to A∞-equivalence, are invariant under Legendrian isotopy of Λ. They
can be viewed as the categorical refinement of augmentation varieties, in the sense that
augmentation varieties only encodes the 0-th order information (points) of the LCH DGA
A(Λ), while the augmentation categories defined also encode the higher order informa-
tion (tangent spaces with additional structures). It’s expected that, a refined counting of
points using the augmentation category (homotopy cardinality) may give a more natural
way to count augmentations (See [NRSS15]).
On the other hand, similar to knot projections in smooth knot theory, the Legendrian
knots admit and are determined by the front projections. By considering the types of the
decomposition of the front diagrams, one leads to the notion of normal rulings [CP05,
Fuc03]. In [CP05], for each m ≥ 0 as above, it’s shown that a weighed count of the (m-
graded) normal rulings of the front diagram for Λ, gives a Legendrian isotopy invariant
RmΛ (z), called the m-graded ruling polynomials. It turns out, the ruling polynomials can
also be used to distinguish the Chekanov pairs. Ruling polynomials are the analogue of
Jones polynomials in smooth knot theory, in the sense that they can also be characterized
by skein relations [Rut05].
Moreover, the Ruling polynomials also admit a contact geometry interpretation in terms
of augmentation numbers:
Proposition 0.1 ( [HR15, Thm.1.1]). The augmentation numbers and the Ruling poly-
nomials of Λ determine each other by
aug(Λ, q) = q−
d+l
2 zlRmΛ (z)
where z = q
1
2 − q− 12 , d is the maximal degree in z of the Laurent polynomial RmΛ (z), and
l is the number of connected components of Λ.
Regarding the structure of the augmentation variety Augm(Λ, k), the following is known:
Proposition 0.2 ( [HR15, Thm.3.4]). Suppose Λ has the nearly plat front diagram pixz(Λ)
(see Section 1.1.2), with a fixed Maslov potential µ and l base points such that each con-
nected component has a single base point. Then there’s a decomposition of the augmenta-
tion variety Augm(T ; k) into subvarieties
Augm(T ; k) = unionsqρAugρm(T ; k)
where ρ runs over all m-graded normal rulings of pixz(Λ), and
Augρm(T ; k)
∼= (k∗)−χ(ρ)+l × kr(ρ)
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where χ(ρ) = cR− s(ρ), cR is the number of right cusps in pixz(Λ) and s(ρ) is the number
of switches of ρ (See Definition 2.4). Finally, r(ρ) is the number of m-graded returns if
m 6= 1 and the number of m-graded returns and right cusps if m = 1.
Main results. In this article, we will generalize the previous results to Legendrian tan-
gles1. Legendrian tangles are (special) Legendrian submanifolds in J1U ⊂ R3x,y,z transverse
to the boundary ∂J1U , for some open interval U in Rx. Similar to Legendrian knots, one
can consider the types of the decompositions of Legendrian tangle fronts. As a generaliza-
tion, this leads to normal rulings and Ruling polynomials for Legendrian tangles. In this
case, the boundaries (some set of labeled endpoints) of the tangles are also invariant during
a Legendrian isotopy. Hence one can in fact define Ruling polynomials < ρL|RmT (z)|ρR >
with fixed boundary conditions, for a Legendrian tangle T with a Maslov potential µ (see
Section 2). Here ρL (resp. ρR) is a given m-graded normal Ruling on the left (resp. right)
piece (= parallel strands) TL (resp. TR) of T . As the first result, we show the Legendrian
invariance and composition axiom for Ruling polynomials:
Theorem 0.3 (See Theorem 2.10). The m-graded Ruling polynomials < ρL|RmT (z)|ρR >
are Legendrian isotopy invariants for (T, µ).
Moreover, suppose T = T1◦T2 is the composition of two Legendrian tangles T1, T2, that is,
(T1)R = (T2)L and T = T1 ∪(T1)R T2, then the composition axiom for Ruling polynomials
holds:
< ρL|RmT (z)|ρR >=
∑
ρI
< ρL|RmT1(z)|ρI >< ρI |RmT2(z)|ρR >
where ρI runs over all the m-graded normal rulings of (T1)R = (T2)L.
On the other hand, generalizing the LCH DGAs for Legendrian knots, one can con-
struct a (bordered) LCH DGA A(T, µ, ∗1, . . . , ∗B), associated to any Legendrian tangle
(T, µ) with base points ∗1, . . . , ∗B. For example, see [Siv11] and [NRSSZ15, Section.6] in
the case when T has the simple front diagram. As usual, one obtains the homotopy invari-
ance of the DGAs. Hence, by a similar procedure as in the case of Legendrian knots, one
can consider the associated augmentation varieties Augm(T, ρL , ρR; k) and augmentation
numbers augm(T, ρL, ρR; q), with fixed boundary conditions (ρL, ρR) as above (see Defi-
nition 4.10, 4.11). These augmentation numbers are again Legendrian isotopy invariants.
Moreover, generalizing the previous Proposition 0.1 [HR15, Thm.1.1], we show that:
Theorem 0.4 (See Theorem 4.19). Let T be a Legendrian tangle equipped with a Z/2r-
valued Maslov potential µ and B base points so that each connected component containing
a right cusp has at least one base point. Fix a nonnegative integer m dividing 2r and m-
graded normal rulings ρL, ρR of TL, TR respectively, then the augmentation numbers and
Ruling polynomials of (T, µ) are related by
augm(T, ρL, ρR; q) = q
− d+B
2 zB < ρL|RmT (z)|ρR >
where q is the order of a finite field Fq, z = q
1
2 − q− 12 , d is the maximal degree in z of
< ρL|RmT (z)|ρR >.
1Throughout the context, Legendrian tangles are assumed to be oriented.
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Remark 0.5. When T is a Legendrian knot2, with B = l base points placed on T so
that each connected component of T contains a single base point. The left and right
pieces of T are empty tangles, hence the boundary conditions become trivial and the
theorem reduces to the previous proposition 0.1. This gives a new proof of Proposition
0.1 [HR15, Thm.1.1].
More generally, one can consider the augmentation varieties Augm(T, ρL , ρR; k) with
boundary conditions (L, ρR), where L is any m-graded augmentation defining ρL of TL
(all such augmentations form an orbit Om(ρL; k) of the canonical one ρL , see Remark 4.7).
Similar to Proposition 0.2 [HR15, Thm.3.4], we have the following structure theorem for
the augmentation varieties Augm(T, ρL , ρR; k), but with a different proof:
Theorem 0.6 (See Theorem 5.10). Let (T, µ) be any Legendrian tangle, with B base
points placed on T so that each right cusp is marked. Fix m-graded normal rulings ρL, ρR
of TL, TR respectively. Fix L ∈ Om(ρL; k). Then there’s a decomposition of augmentation
varieties into disjoint union of subvarieties
Augm(T, L, ρR; k) = unionsqρAugρm(T, L, ρR; k)
where ρ runs over all m-graded normal rulings of T such that ρ|TL = ρL, ρ|TR = ρR.
Moreover,
Augρm(T, L, ρR; k)
∼= (k∗)−χ(ρ)+B × kr(ρ).
In the end, we consider generalized normal rulings and introduce generalized Ruling
polynomials for Legendrian tangles, partly suggested by the proofs of the main theorems
above. Moreover, the previous main results admit a direct generalization to this setting,
and essentially the same arguments apply. It turns out that there’re 2 slightly different
approaches to do so. The generalized normal rulings as in Definition 6.6, were firstly
introduced in [LR12]. See also [LR12] for some applications of generalized normal rulings
to the study of Legendrian knots in J1S1.
Organization. In Section 1, We review the basic backgrounds in Legendrian knot theory.
In Section 2, we discuss the basics of Legendrian tangles, define the normal rulings and
Ruling polynomials for Legendrian tangles. Then we prove that the Ruling polynomials
are Legendrian isotopy invariants and satisfy the composition axiom, the key axiom of
a TQFT (Theorem 2.10). In Section 3, we discuss the LCH DGAs for any Legendrian
tangles (not necessarily with nearly plat fronts) via the front projection and resolution
construction. In Section 4, we define augmentation varieties and augmentation numbers
for Legendrian tangles (with fixed boundary conditions). After that, we prove an algo-
rithm to compute the augmentation numbers. The invariance of augmentation numbers
and the main Theorem 4.19 then follow quickly. The key ingredients of the algorithm are
the structures of the augmentation varieties associated to the trivial Legendrian tangle of
n parallel strands and elementary Legendrian tangles. The former is a result about the
Barannikov normal forms (Lemma 4.5). The latter (Lemma 4.15) is dealt with in Section
5, where we also prove a stronger result, which leads to a structure theorem (Theorem
2Throughout the context, we make no distinction between ‘Legendrian knot’ and ‘Legendrian link’.
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5.10) for the augmentation varieties associated to any Legendrian tangles. In Section 6,
we consider generalized normal rulings and generalized Ruling polynomials for Legendrian
tangles, and give 2 possible ways to generalize the main results: Theorem 2.10, Theorem
4.19 and Theorem 5.10.
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1. Background
1.1. Legendrian knot basics.
1.1.1. Contact basics. Take the standard contact three-space R3x,y,z = J1(Rx) = T ∗Rx×Rz
with contact form α = dz−ydx. The Reeb vector field of α is then Rα = ∂z. We consider
a (one-dimensional) Legendrian submanifold (termed as knot or link) Λ in this three space
R3. The front and Lagrangian projections of Λ are pixz(Λ) and pixy(Λ) respectively, with
the obvious projections pixz : R3x,y,z → R2x,z and pixy : R3x,y,z → R2x,y.
1.1.2. Front diagrams. We will always assume the Legendrian link Λ ⊂ R3 is in a generic
position inside its Legendrian isotopy class. So, the front projection pixz(Λ) gives a front
diagram (i.e. an immersion of a finite union of circles into R2xz away from finitely many
points (cusps) having no vertical tangent, which is also an embedding away from finitely
many points (cusps and transversal crossings)). The significance of front diagrams is
that, any Legendrian link is uniquely determined by its front projection. That is, the
y-coordinate can be recovered from the x and z-coordinates of the front projection as the
slope, via the Legendrian condition dz−ydx = 0⇒ y = dz/dx. In other words, in passing
to the front projection, we loss no information. Note also that, near each crossing of a
front diagram, the strand of the lesser slope is always the over-strand.
Given a front diagram, the strands of pixz(Λ) are the maximally immersed connected
submanifolds, the arcs of pixz(Λ) are the maximally embedded connected submanifolds
and the regions are the maximal connected components of the complement of pixz(Λ) in
R2xz.
We say a front diagram in R2x,z is plat if the crossings have distinct x-coordinates, all
the left cusps have the same x-coordinate and likewise for the right cusps. We say a front
diagram is nearly plat, if it’s a perturbation of a front diagram, so that the crossings and
cusps all have different x-coordinates. We can always make the front diagram pixz(Λ)
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(nearly) plat by smooth isotopies and Legendrian Reidemeister II moves (see FIGURE
1.2).
We say a front diagram in R2xz is simple if it’s smooth isotopic to a front whose right
cusps have the same x-coordinate. For example, any (nearly) plat front diagram is simple.
1.1.3. Resolution construction. In this article, we will use both the front and Lagrangian
projections. Hence, it’s often necessary to translate between the 2 projections in some
simple way. This can be realized by the resolution construction [Ng03, Prop.2.2]. Given
the front diagram pixz(Λ), we can obtain the Lagrangian projection pixy(Λ
′) of a link Λ′
Legendrian isotopic to Λ, via a resolution procedure as in FIGURE 1.1. We say that Λ′
is obtained from Λ by resolution construction. Note that the same conclusion applies to
Legendrian tangles (see Section 2.1 for the definition.)
Figure 1.1. Resolving a front into the Lagrangian projection of a Legen-
drian isotopic link/tangle.
1.2. Legendrian Reidemeister moves and Classical invariants.
1.2.1. Legendrian Reidemeister moves. It’s well known that any smooth knot can be
represented by a knot diagram, and any 2 knot diagrams represent smoothly isotopic knots
if and only if they differ by smooth isotopy and a finite sequence of 3 types of topological
Reidemeister moves. There’s an analogue for Legendrian knots via front diagrams. That
is, 2 front diagrams in R2xz represent the same Legendrian isotopy class of Legendrian
knots in R3x,y,z if and only if they differ by a finite sequence of smooth isotopies and the
following Legendrian Reidemeister moves of 3 types ( [S´wi92]):
I II III
Figure 1.2. The 3 types of Legendrian Reidemeister moves relating
Legendrian-isotopic fronts. Reflections of these moves along the coordinate
axes are also allowed.
1.2.2. Topological knot type. The topological knot type of a Legendrian knot is the smooth
isotopy class of its underlying smooth knot. Clearly, this defines a Legendrian isotopy in-
variant. As a consequence, all topological knot invariants ( [Jon85,HOMFLY85,Wit89] as
well as their “categorified” versions ( [Kho99,Kho07,KR08]) are automatically Legendrian
isotopy invariants.
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1.2.3. Thurston-Bennequin number. Given an oriented Legendrian knot Λ in (R3x,y,z, α =
dz − ydx), the Thurston-Bennequin number (denoted by tb(Λ)) measures the twisting of
the oriented contact plane field along the knot. It can be defined as the linking number of
the Legendrian knot and its push-off along the Reeb direction Rα = ∂z, that is, tb(Λ) :=
lk(Λ,Λ + z). The geometric definition makes it automatically a Legendrian invariant.
On the other hand, project the Legendrian knot down to the front plane R2xz, the number
can be computed via the front diagram: tb(Λ) = wr(pixz(Λ)) − c(pixz(Λ)), where wr is
the writhe number and c is the number of right cusps. It’s then also easy to check the
Legendrian isotopy invariance via Legendrian Reidemeister moves.
1.2.4. Rotation number. Given an oriented connected Legendrian knot Λ in R3, the ro-
tation number r(Λ) is the obstruction to extending the tangent vector field of Λ to a
nonzero section of the contact plane field over a Seifert surface (an embedded com-
pact oriented surface) bounding Λ. It can also be computed via the front diagram:
r(L) = 1/2(U(pixz(Λ) − D(pixz(Λ)))), where U (resp. D) is the number of up (resp.
down) cusps (= a cusp near which the orientation of pixz(Λ) goes up (resp. down)). This
is another example where the Legendrian isotopy invariance can be checked via Legen-
drian Reidemeister moves. By definition, the rotation number depends via a sign on the
orientation. For an oriented multi-component Legendrian knot Λ, we usually define its
rotation number tb(Λ) as the gcd of the rotation numbers of its components.
1.2.5. Maslov potential. Given a Legendrian knot Λ with front diagram pixz(Λ). Let r =
|r(Λ)| and n be a nonnegative integer. A Z/nZ-valued Maslov potential of pixz(Λ) is a
map
µ : {strands of pixz(Λ)} → Z/nZ
such that near any cusp, have µ(upper strand) = µ(lower strand) + 1. Such a Maslov
potential exists if and only if 2r is a multiple of n. In particular, the existence of a Z-
valued Maslov potential implies that every component of Λ has rotation number 0. We
will often fix for Λ a Z/2r-valued Maslov potential µ.
We usually view the topological knot type, the Thurston-Bennequin number and the
rotation number as the classical invariants of (oriented) Legendrian knots. It turns out,
they are not sufficient to classify Legendrian knots up to Legendrian isotopy. In [Che02],
a pair of Legendrian knots (they represent the same class 52 in the classification of topo-
logical knots) having the same classical invariants, were shown to be distinguished by a
new Legendrian isotopy invariants, the LCH DGA (or Chekanov-Eliashberg DGA) (See
Section 1.3 below).
1.3. LCH differential graded algebras.
1.3.1. LCH DGA via Lagrangian projection. Here we recall the Legendrian contact ho-
mology differential graded algebra for Legendrian links in R3 [ENS02]. The version of
DGAs we need will also allow an arbitrary number of base points placed on the Legen-
drian links [NR13, NRSSZ15]. The construction is naturally formulated via Lagrangian
projection.
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Initial data: Let Λ be an oriented Legendrian link in R3x,y,z, with rotation number r(Λ).
Take r = |r(Λ)| and fix a Z/2r-valued Maslov potential µ of pixz(Λ). Let ∗1, . . . , ∗B be
the base points placed on Λ, avoiding the crossings of the Lagrangian projection pixy(Λ),
such that each component of Λ contains at least one base point. Denote by {a1, . . . , aR}
the set of crossings of pixy(Λ), corresponding to the Reeb chords of the Reeb vector field
Rα = ∂z.
The Z/2r-graded LCH DGA A = A(Λ, µ, ∗1, . . . , ∗B) is then defined as follows:
As an algebra: A is the noncommutative associative unital algebra Z[t±11 , . . . , t±1B ] <
a1, . . . , aR > over the commutative ring Z[t±1i , 1 ≤ i ≤ B], freely generated by aj, 1 ≤ j ≤
R. The generators ti, t
−1
i can be regarded as information encoded at the base point ∗i.
The grading: The algebra A is assigned a Z/2r-grading via |x · y| = |x| + |y|, |ti| =
|t−1i | = 0 and |aj| is defined as follows. The 2 endpoints of the Reeb chord aj belong
to 2 distinct strands of the front projection pixz(Λ). Near the upper (lower) endpoint
of aj, the overstrand (understrand) can be parameterized as x → (x, z = fu(x))(resp.
(x, z = fl(x))), and f
′
u(x(aj)) = f
′
l (x(aj)). By the generic assumption of Λ, fu−fl attains
either a local maximum (or minimum) at aj, accordingly we define |aj| = µ(over-strand)−
µ(under-strand)+ either 0(or−1).
The differential ∂: To define the differential ∂ on A, we firstly impose the Leibniz Rule
∂(x · y) = (∂x) · y + (−1)|x| · ∂y and ∂(ti) = ∂(t−1i ) = 0. It then suffices to define the
differential ∂aj for each Reeb chord. Intuitively, ∂aj is a weighted count of boundary-
punctured holomorphic disks in the symplectization (Rτ × R3x,y,z, d(eτα) with boundary
along the Lagrangian Rτ × Λ, with one positive boundary puncture limiting to the Reeb
chord aj at +∞, and several negative boundary punctures limiting to some Reeb chords
at −∞.
In our case, we can describe the differential combinatorially. Given Reeb chords a = aj
and b1, . . . , bn for some n ≥ 0. Let D2n = D2−{p, q1, . . . , qn} be a fixed oriented disk with
n+ 1 boundary punctures p, q1, . . . , qn, arranged in a counterclockwise order.
Definition 1.1 (Admissible disks). Define the moduli space ∆(a; b1, . . . , bn) to be the
space of admissible disks u of pixy(Λ) up to re-parametrization, that is,
• u : (D2n, ∂D2n) → (R2x,y, pixy(Λ)) is a smooth orientation-preserving immersion,
extends continuously to D2;
• u(p) = a, u(qi) = bi(1 ≤ i ≤ n) and u sends a neighborhood of p (resp. qi) in D2
to a single quadrant of a (resp. bi) with positive (resp. negative) Reeb sign (see
below).
Reeb signs: Near a crossing of the Lagrangian projection pixy(Λ), the 2 quadrants lying in
the counterclockwise (resp. clockwise) direction of the over-strand are assigned positive
(resp. negative) Reeb signs. See Figure 1.3 (left).
For each u ∈ ∆(a; b1, . . . , bn), walk along u(∂D2) starting from a, we encounter a
sequence s1, . . . , sN(N ≥ n) of crossings (excluding a) and base points of pixy(Λ). We
then define the weight w(u) of u as follows
Definition 1.2. w(u) := s(u)w(s1) . . . w(sN), where
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(i) w(si) = bj if si is the crossing bj.
(ii) w(si) = tj(resp. t
−1
j ) if si is the base point ∗j, and the boundary orientation of
u(∂D2) agrees (resp. disagrees) with the orientation of Λ near ∗j.
(iii) s(u) is the product of the orientation signs (see below) of the quadrants near a
and b1, . . ., bn occupied by u.
Orientation signs: We will use the same convention as [NRSSZ15]. That is, at each
crossing a such that |a| is even, we assign negative orientation signs to the 2 quadrants
that lie on any chosen side of the under-strand of a; We assign positive orientation signs
to all the other quadrants. See Figure 1.3 (right).
Figure 1.3. Left: the Reeb signs of the quadrants at a crossing in a
Lagrangrian projection. Right: the two possible choices of orientation signs
for the quadrants at a crossing of even degree in a Lagrangian projection.
The shaded quadrants have negative orientation signs and the unshaded
quadrants have positive orientation signs. At a crossing of odd degree, all
the four quadrants have positive orientation signs.
Now we can define the differential of a = aj:
(1.3.1) ∂a =
∑
n,b1,...,bn
∑
u∈∆(a;b1,...,bn)
w(u)
Theorem 1.3 ( [Che02,ENS02]). (A, ∂) is a Z/2r-graded DGA with deg(∂) = −1.
1.3.2. Invariance of LCH DGA. We have seen that, the definition of the LCH DGA
A(Λ) associated to a Legendrian link Λ depends on several choices: a specific choice of
the representative of Λ inside its Legendrian isotopy class, and a choice of base points.
Here we review that the LCH DGA A(Λ) is a Legendrian isotopy invariant, up to a stable
isomorphism, in particular, up to homotopy equivalence of Z/2r-graded DGAs.
Definition 1.4. An (algebraic) stabilization of a Z/2r-graded DGA (A, ∂) is a Z/2r-
graded DGA (S(A), ∂′) obtained by adding 2 new free generators e and f , with |e| =
|f | + 1, such that ∂′|A = ∂ and ∂′e = f, ∂′f = 0. Two Z/2r-graded DGAs (A, ∂) and
(A′, ∂′) are stable isomorphic, if they are isomorphic as Z/2r-graded DGAs, after possibly
stabilizing each finitely many times.
Theorem 1.5 ( [NR13, Thm.2.20], [ENS02, Thm.3.10]). The isomorphism class of the
DGA (A(Λ), ∂) is independent of the locations of the base points on each connected com-
ponent of Λ. The stable isomorphism class of (A(Λ), ∂) is invariant under Legendrian
isotopy of Λ.
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1.3.3. LCH DGA via front projection. Assume the front projection Λ is simple (see Sec-
tion 1.1.2 for the definition). Then the LCH DGA also admits a simple front projection
description.
The resolution construction of Λ gives a Legendrian isotopic link Λ′ = Res(Λ), whose
Reeb chords are in one-to-one correspondence with the crossings and right cusps of pixz(Λ).
We will denote by A(Λxz, µ, ∗1, . . . ∗B; k) the LCH DGA associated to Res(Λ). Denote
by {a1, . . . ap} (resp. {c1, . . . cq}) the set of crossings (resp., of right cusps) of pixz(Λ).
Under the correspondence, the algebra is generated over Z[t±1i , 1 ≤ i ≤ B] by {ak, 1 ≤
k ≤ p, ck, 1 ≤ k ≤ q}. The grading is given by: |t±k | = 0, |ak| = µ(over-strand) −
µ(under-strand) and |ck| = 1. One can also translate the definition of the differential
for Res(Λ) into the front projection pixz(Λ). The definition uses the same formula by
“counting” the disks in pixz(Λ) plus the additional “invisible disks”, one for each right
cusp. An “invisible disk” (See FIGURE 1.1, the last picture) corresponds to a disk with
one unique corner on its left at the crossing of pixy(Res(Λ)) corresponding to the right
cusp of pixz(Λ).
2. Ruling polynomials for Legendrian tangles
2.1. Legendrian tangles. Fix U = (xL, xR) to be a open interval in Rx (−∞ ≤ xL <
xR ≤ ∞), so the standard contact form α = dz−ydx induces a standard contact structure
on J1U = U×R2y,z. A Legendrian tangle T is a Legendrian submanifold in J1U transverse
to the boundary ∂J1(U). Typical examples of Legendrian tangles can be obtained from
a Legendrian link front by removing the parts outside of a vertical strip in R2xz.
Remark 2.1. In Section 1.1.2, notice that the same concepts (front diagrams, strands,
arcs, regions, etc.) can be introduced for any Legendrian tangle T in J1U . We only have
to replace Λ by T and R2xz by U×Rz there. Similarly, in Section 1.2.5, the same procedure
applies to define Maslov potentials for T .
As usual, we will assume T has a generic front projection.3 We equip T with a Z/2r-
valued Maslov potential µ for some fixed r ≥ 0. Denote by nL (resp. nR) the number of
left (resp. right) end-points on T .
We say 2 Legendrian tangles in J1U are Legendrian isotopic if there’s an isotopy between
them along Legendrian tangles in J1U . Note that during the Legendrian isotopy, we
require the ordering via z-coordinates of the end-points is preserved. That is, for two
(say, left) end-points p1, p2, they necessarily have the common x-coordinate xL, take any
path γ in ∂J1(U) from p2 to p1, then we say p1 > p2 if z(p1) − z(p2) =
∫
γ
α > 0.
Then, similar to the case of Legendrian links, two (generic) Legendrian tangle fronts are
Legendrian isotopic if and only if they differ by a finite sequence of smooth isotopies
(preserving the ordering of the end-points) and Legendrian Reidemeister moves of the 3
types (see Figure 1.2).
3From now on, we will make no distinction between the Legendrian tangle T and its front projection
pixz(T ).
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2.2. Normal Rulings and Ruling polynomials. Similar to Legendrian knots, we can
introduce the notion of m-graded normal rulings and Ruling polynomials for any Leg-
endrian tangles. Given a Legendrian tangle T , with Z/2r-valued Maslov potential µ for
some fixed r ≥ 0. Fix a nonnegative integer m dividing 2r.
Assume that the numbers nL, nR of the left endpoints and right endpoints of T are both
even. For example, any Legendrian tangle obtained from cutting a Legendrian link front
along 2 vertical lines, satisfies this assumption.
Recall that in Remark 2.1, we have introduced the notions of arcs, crossings, cusps
and regions of the front pixz(T ). In particular, the front diagram is divided into arcs,
crossings and cusps. For example, an arc begins at a cusp, a crossing or an end-point,
going from left to right, and ends at another cusp, crossing or end-point, meeting no
cusp or crossing in-between. Given a crossing a of the front T , its degree is given by
|a| := µ(over-strand)− µ(under-strand).
Definition 2.2. We say an embedded (closed) disk of U × Rz, is an eye of the front T ,
if it is the union of (the closures of) some regions, such that the boundary of the disk
in U × Rz, being the union of arcs, crossings and cusps, consists of 2 paths, starting at
the same left cusp or a pair of left end-points, going from left to right through arcs and
crossings, meeting no cusps in-between, and ending at the same right cusp or a pair of
right end-points.
Definition 2.3. A m-graded normal Ruling ρ of (T, µ) is a partition of the set of arcs of
the front T into the boundaries in U × Rz of eyes (say e1, . . . , en), or in other words,
unionsq arcs of T = unionsqni=1(∂ei \ {crossings, cusps}) ∩ U × Rz,
and such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(1). If some eye ei starts at a pair of left end-points (resp. ends at a pair of right
end-points), we require µ(upper-end-point) = µ(lower-end-point) + 1(modm).
(2). Call a crossing a a switch, if it’s contained in the boundary of some eye ei. In this
case, we require |a| = 0(modm).
(3). Each switch a is clearly contained in exactly 2 eyes, say ei, ej. We require the
relative positions of ei, ej near a to be in one of the 3 situations in Figure 2.1(top
row).
Definition 2.4. Given a Legendrian tangle (T, µ), let ρ be a m-graded normal ruling of
(T, µ), and let a be a crossing. Then, a is called a return if the behavior of ρ at a is as in
Figure 2.1(bottom row). a is called a departure if the behavior of ρ at a looks like one of
the three pictures obtained by reflecting each of (R1) − (R3) in Figure 2.1(bottom row)
with respect to a vertical axis. Moreover, returns (resp. departures) of degree 0 modulo
m are called m-graded returns (resp. m-graded departures) of ρ.
Define s(ρ) (resp. d(ρ)) to be the number of switches (resp. m-graded departures) of ρ.
Define r(ρ) to be the number of m-graded returns of ρ if m 6= 1, and the number of
m-graded returns and right cusps if m = 1.
Remark 2.5. If we fix the pairing ρL of left end-points, a m-graded normal Ruling ρ
determines and is determined by a subset, denoted by the same symbol ρ, of the switches
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Figure 2.1. Top row: The behavior (of the 2 eyes ei, ej) of a m-graded
normal ruling ρ at a switch (where ei and ej are the dashed and shad-
owed regions respectively), where the crossings are required to have degree
0 (modm). Bottom row: The behavior (of the 2 eyes ei, ej) of ρ at a re-
turn. Three more figures omitted: The 3 types of departures obtained by
reflecting each of (R1)-(R3) with respect to a vertical axis.
in the set of crossings of T . In this case, we will usually make no distinction between a
m-graded normal Ruling and its set of switches.
Definition 2.6. Given a m-graded normal Ruling ρ of a Legendrian tangle (T, µ), denote
by e1, . . . , en the eyes in J
1(U) defined by ρ. The filling surface Sρ of ρ is the the disjoint
union unionsqni=1ei of the eyes, glued along the switches via half-twisted strips. This is a compact
surface possibly with boundary. See FIGURE 2.2 for an example.
Figure 2.2. Left: a Legendrian tangle front T with 3 crossings a1, a2, a3,
the numbers indicate the values of the Maslov potential µ on each of the 4
strands. Right: the filling surface for a normal ruling of T by gluing the 2
eyes along the 3 switches via half-twisted strips.
Let TL (resp. TR) be the left (resp. right) pieces T near the left (resp. right) boundary.
It’s clear that any m-graded normal Ruling ρ of T restricts to a m-graded normal Ruling
of the left piece TL (resp. of the right piece TR), denoted by rL(ρ) or ρ|TL (resp. rR(ρ) or
ρ|TR).
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Definition 2.7. Fix a m-graded normal Ruling ρL (resp. ρR) of TL (resp. TR). We define
a Laurent polynomial < ρL|RmT,µ(z)|ρR >=< ρL|RmT (z)|ρR > in Z[z, z−1] by
(2.2.1) < ρL|RmT (z)|ρR >:=
∑
ρ: rL(ρ) = ρL, rR(ρ) = ρR
z−χ(ρ)
where the sum is over all m-graded normal Rulings ρ such that rL(ρ) = ρL, rR(ρ) = ρR.
χ(ρ) is called the Euler characteristic of ρ and defined by
(2.2.2) χ(ρ) := χ(Sρ)− χ(Sρ|x=xR).
where xR is the right endpoint of the open interval U = (xL, xR) and χ(Sρ) (resp.
χ(Sρ|x=xR)) is the usual Euler characteristic of Sρ (resp. Sρ|x=xR). Equivalently, χ(ρ) =
χc(Sρ|xL≤x<xR) is the Euler characteristic with compact support of Sρ|xL≤x<xR . Also,
notice that when xR =∞, Sρ|x=xR is empty with vanishing Euler characteristic.
We will call < ρL|RmT (z)|ρR > the m-graded Ruling polynomial of T with boundary
conditions (ρL, ρR).
Remark 2.8. Given a m-graded normal Ruling ρ, with nL = 2n
′
L (resp. nR = 2n
′
R) left
(resp. right) end-points and cL (resp. cR) left (resp. right) cusps, then Sρ|x=xR is the
disjoint union of n′R closed line segments and n = n
′
L + cL = n
′
R + cR is the number of
eyes in ρ. Hence, χ(Sρ|x=xR) = n′R is independent of ρ and we get a simple computation
formula
(2.2.3) χ(ρ) = cR − s(ρ)
where s(ρ) is defined in Definition 2.4. In particular, when T is a Legendrian link, the
definition here coincides with the usual definition [HR15] of Ruling polynomials for Leg-
endrian links.
Moreover, when T is a trivial Legendrian tangle of 2n parallel strands, then
< ρL|RmT (z)|ρR >= δρL,ρR .
This may be called the Identity axiom for Ruling polynomials, see Remark 2.11 below.
2.3. Invariance and composition axiom. Given a Legendrian tangle T , let’s denote
by NRmT (resp. NR
m
T (ρL, ρR)) the set of m-graded normal Rulings of T (resp. those with
boundary conditions (ρL, ρR)).
Lemma 2.9. Given a Legendrian isotopy h between 2 Legendrian tangles T , T ′, preserving
the Maslov potentials µ, µ′, there’s a canonical bijection between the set of m-graded
normal Rulings of T and T ′
φh : NR
m
T
∼−→ NRmT ′
commuting with the restrictions rL, rR, and such that for any m-graded normal Ruling ρ,
Sρ and φ(Sρ) are homeomorphic, relative to the boundary pieces at x = xL and x = xR.
Note that for such 2 Legendrian isotopic tangles (T, µ), (T ′, µ′), their left and right
pieces are necessarily identical: TL = T
′
L, TR = T
′
R.
As a consequence of Lemma 2.9, we obtain
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Theorem 2.10. The m-graded Ruling polynomials < ρL|RmT (z)|ρR > are Legendrian
isotopy invariants for (T, µ).
Moreover, suppose T = T1◦T2 is the composition of two Legendrian tangles T1, T2, that is,
(T1)R = (T2)L and T = T1 ∪(T1)R T2, then the composition axiom for Ruling polynomials
holds:
(2.3.1) < ρL|RmT (z)|ρR >=
∑
ρI
< ρL|RmT1(z)|ρI >< ρI |RmT2(z)|ρR >
where ρI runs over all the m-graded normal rulings of (T1)R = (T2)L.
Proof. The invariance of Ruling polynomials follows immediately from Lemma 2.9. As
for the composition axiom, let ρ be any m-graded normal ruling of T such that ρ|TL =
ρL, ρ|TR = ρR. Let T1, T2 be Legendrian tangles over the open intervals (xL, xI), (xI , xR)
respectively. Take ρI = ρ|(T1)R , ρ1 = ρ|T1 , ρ2 = ρ|T2 . Let Sρ, Sρ1 ,Sρ2 be the filling surfaces
of ρ, ρ1,ρ2 over T, T1, T2 respectively. Then Sρ1 |x=xI = Sρ2|x=xI and Sρ = Sρ1 ∪Sρ1 |x=xI Sρ2 ,
it follows that χ(ρ) = χ(Sρ)−χ(Sρ|x=xR) = χ(Sρ1)−χ(Sρ1 |x=xI )+χ(Sρ2)−χ(Sρ2|x=xR) =
χ(ρ1) + χ(ρ2). Now, the composition axiom follows immediately from applying this into
Definition 2.7 of Ruling polynomials. 
Remark 2.11. The previous theorem suggests a “TQFT” interpretation of Ruling poly-
nomials for Legendrian tangles, strengthen the analogue that Ruling polynomials are
Legendrian versions of Jones polynomials, which fits into a TQFT in smooth knot theory.
Morally, we may regard Legendrian tangles (T, µ) as 1-dimensional cobordisms from
the 0-manifold of left endpoints with additional structures (equivalently, TL) to the 0-
manifold of right endpoints with additional structures (equivalently, TR). In other words,
the 0-manifolds with additional structures (equivalently, trivial Legendrian tangles (E, µ0)
of even parallel strands) and 1-dimensional cobordisms (equivalently, Legendrian tangles
(T, µ)) form a special 1-dimensional cobordism category LT 1. Now, we can view Ruling
polynomials RmT (z) as a “1-dimensional TQFT” functor R
m from LT 1 into the category
of free modules of finite rank over K := Z[z, z−1] (See [Ati88] for the basic concepts of
TQFTs).
More precisely, associate to any any trivial Legendrian tangle (E, µ0) of even parallel
strands (viewed as an object of LC1), Rm assigns the free module Rm(E) over K generated
by all the m-graded normal rulings of E; Associate to any 1-dimensional cobordism (T, µ),
Rm assigns the K-module morphism Rm(T ) := RmT (z) from R
m(TL) to R
m(TR), defined
by the matrix coefficients < ρL|RmT (z)|ρR >. The previous theorem and Remark 2.8 shows
that Rm is indeed a functor.
Proof of Lemma 2.9. As any Legendrian isotopy of Legendrian tangles is a composition
of a finite sequence of smooth isotopies and Legendrian Reidemeister moves of the 3 types
(see FIGURE 1.2), it suffices to show the proposition for a single smooth isotopy or each
of the 3 types of Legendrian Reidemeister moves. As always, we assume the x-coordinates
of the crossings and cusps of the tangle fronts in question are all distinct. The proof is
essentially done for each case by pictures.
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If h is a smooth isotopy. This case is actually not trivial, as the ordering by x-
coordinates of the crossings and cusps will change during a smooth isotopy, which will
affect the set of switches of the normal Rulings. We illustrate only one such a case (FIG-
URE 2.3), the other cases are either similar or trivial. Let a, b be 2 neighboring crossings
of T , say x(a) < x(b), and the smooth isotopy h moves a to the right of b (i.e. x(a) > x(b)
after the isotopy), with the remaining part fixed.
Given a m-graded normal ruling ρ of T before the smooth isotopy, if ρ has no switches
at a, b, take φh(ρ) to be the obvious m-graded normal ruling corresponding to ρ. In
particular, φh(ρ) has no switches at a, b either. It’s also clear that the filling surfaces Sρ
and Sφh(ρ) are homeomorphic relative to the boundary pieces at x = xL and x = xR.
Figure 2.3. The bijection between m-graded normal Rulings under
smooth isotopy: The left hand side is a m-graded normal ruling ρ with
a switch at b, instead the corresponding m-graded normal ruling φh(ρ) on
the right hand side has a switch at a. A,B,C,D are the parts of the filling
surface Sρ (as well as Sφh(ρ)) outside the vertical strip drawn in the picture.
If ρ has a single switch at a or b, say b, then |b| = 0(modm). The switch b belongs to 2
eyes of ρ, say e1, e2. Recall that each eye has 2 paths (see definition 2.2) on the boundary
going from left to right, let’s call them the upper-path and lower-path according to their
z-coordinates. In our case, each of the 2 eyes e1, e2 has one path containing b. If the
the remaining 2 companion paths of e1, e2 contain at most one of the two strands at the
crossing a, again φh(ρ) is taken to be the obvious normal ruling corresponding to ρ with a
switch at b, no switch at a. The proposition holds trivially. If the remaining 2 companion
paths of e1, e2 restrict to the strands near a. By the first condition in the definition 2.3
of a m-graded normal ruling, we also have that |a| = 0(modm)). We look at the relative
positions of the 2 eyes e1, e2 in the vertical strip near a, b. We consider only one situation
illustrated by FIGURE 2.3, the others are entirely similar. In this case, the picture on the
left gives ρ near a, b. We can define φh(ρ) to be the m-graded normal ruling (the picture
on the right) having a switch at a, no switch at b and with the same remaining part as ρ.
It’s easy to see from FIGURE 2.3 that φh(ρ) satisfies the conditions in the definition 2.3.
Moreover, denote the remaining parts of the filling surface Sρ by A,B,C,D respectively
as in FIGURE 2.3, then Sρ is: glue A,C by a strip, call the result A↔ C, glue B,D by
a strip, get B ↔ D, then glue A ↔ C and B ↔ D by a half-twisted strip, by moving
the strips in the gluing, we see the result is simply A,B,C,D with 3 strips (or 1-handles)
attached. On the other hand, the filling surface Sφh(ρ) is A ↔ D and B ↔ C glued via
a half-twisted strip (FIGURE 2.3 (right)), again the picture shows Sφh(ρ) is A,B,C,D
attached with 3 strips. Hence, we conclude that the 2 filling surfaces Sρ and Sφh(ρ) are
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homeomorphic relative to the boundary pieces at x = xL and x = xR. Note also that,
this homeomorphism is orientation-preserving if Sρ is orientable.
When a, b are both the switches of ρ, we define φh(ρ) to be the corresponding m-graded
normal ruling having both a, b as switches. A similar argument proves the proposition.
If h is a type I Legendrian Reidemeister move (FIGURE 1.2 (left)). Under a type I
Legendrian Reidemeister move, the additional crossing necessarily has degree 0. Given a
m-graded normal ruling ρ, we define φh(ρ) to be the corresponding normal ruling having
this additional crossing as a switch, and vice versa. The proposition holds trivially, since
adding one disk along the boundary doesn’t change the topological type (and also the
orientability) of a surface.
If h is a type II Legendrian Reidemeister move (FIGURE 1.2 (middle)). The defining
conditions of a normal ruling ensures that the 2 additional crossings can not be switches,
so φh is the obvious bijection. Again, the proposition holds trivially.
If h is a type III Legendrian Reidemeister move (FIGURE 1.2 (right)). Let a, b, c be
the 3 crossings involved in the Legendian Reidemeister move III. By a smooth isotopy as
proved above, we may assume a, b, c are neighboring crossings (see FIGURE 2.4 for an
example). Given am-graded normal ruling ρ of T before the move, we need to construction
the bijection φh case by case. If ρ has at most one switch at a, b, c, φh(ρ) is the obvious
normal ruling corresponding to ρ, with the same switches at a, b, c as ρ. The proposition
follows easily.
Figure 2.4. The bijection between m-graded normal Rulings under a Leg-
endrian Reidemeister move III: In the left figure, the normal ruling ρ has
switches at a, b, A,B,C are the 3 eyes containing a, b, c, with A the blue
disk, C the red disk and B the disk enclosed by thick dashed lines. In
the right figure, the corresponding normal ruling φh(ρ) has switches at b, c,
the other letters are similar. By moving the strips at the switches in the
vertical strip, the fillings surfaces Sρ, Sφh(ρ) are homeomorphic relative to
the boundaries at x = xL and x = xR.
If ρ has 2 switches at a, b, no switch at c. Then the switches belong to 3 eyes, called
A,B,C. We look at the relative positions of the 6 paths of the eyes A,B,C in the small
vertical strip containing a, b, c. We only consider one such a case as in FIGURE 2.4 (left),
the other cases are similar. Note that a, b are switches imply that all the 3 crossings a, b, c
have degree 0 modulo m. Moreover, the normal conditions in the definition 2.3 of a m-
graded normal ruling ensures that, there’s a unique way to construct a m-graded normal
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ruling φh(ρ) which coincides with ρ outside the vertical strip. The converse is also true for
the same reason. The picture of φh is shown in FIGURE 2.4 (right), note that now φh(ρ)
has 2 switches at b, c, no switch at a. Moreover, the ruling surfaces Sρ and Sφh(ρ) only
differ by the gluing of the 3 eyes A,B,C inside the vertical strip. Use the notations as in
the proof for smooth isotopies, the left hand side of FIGURE 2.4 gives −B ↔ A↔ −C,
where −B (resp. −C) means B with the opposite orientation as that induced from U×Rz.
On the other hand, the right hand side gives A ↔ −(B ↔ C). By moving the gluing
strips (or 1-handles), it’s easy to see that the results after gluing can be identified by an
(orientation preserving) homeomorphism which is identity outside the vertical strip. This
shows that Sρ and Sφh(ρ) are homeomorphic relative to the boundaries at x = xL and
x = xR, and the homeomorphism is orientation-preserving if Sρ is orientable.
Figure 2.5. The bijection between m-graded normal Rulings under a Leg-
endrian Reidemeister move III: In the left figure, the normal ruling ρ has
switches at a, c. In the right figure, the corresponding normal ruling φh(ρ)
has switches at a, b. the other letters are similar as in FIGURE 2.4. By
moving the strips at the switches in the vertical strip, the fillings sur-
faces Sρ, Sφh(ρ) are homeomorphic relative to the boundaries at x = xL
and x = xR.
If the normal ruling ρ has 2 switches at a, c, and no switch at b. Similarly, we look at the
relative positions of the 3 eyes A,B,C containing a, b, c. Again, we only look at one such
a case as in FIGURE 2.5 (left). The other cases are similar. Now by a similar argument
as above, FIGURE 2.5 proves the proposition. Note, in this case φh(ρ) has 2 switches at
a, b, no switch at c. The gluing of the 3 eyes on the left figure is A ↔ −(B ↔ C), the
gluing of the 3 eyes on the right figure is −(B ↔ C)↔ A. They can be identified without
changing the parts outside the vertical strip.
The case when ρ has switches at b, c is entirely similar to the case above.
If the normal ruling ρ has switches at all the 3 crossings a, b, c (see FIGURE 2.6 for an
example), then φh(ρ) is the obvious normal ruling having a, b, c as switches and the same
shape as ρ outside the vertical strip. The proposition again follows easily. This finishes
the proof.

Remark 2.12. Given any m-graded normal ruling ρ of a Legendrian tangle T , in the
proof of the previous lemma, a direct check also shows that s(φh(ρ))−s(ρ), r(φh(ρ))−r(ρ)
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Figure 2.6. The bijection between m-graded normal Rulings under a Leg-
endrian Reidemeister move III: the normal ruling ρ (left) and the corre-
sponding normal ruling φh(ρ) (right) both have switches at the 3 crossings
a, b, c.
and d(φh(ρ))− d(ρ) (see Definition 2.4) are all independent of ρ. We will use this fact in
the proof of Corollary 4.18.
2.4. Example.
Example 2.13. Consider the Legendrian tangle (front) T given by FIGURE 2.2 (left),
obtained by removing the left and right cusps of a Legendrian trefoil knot. T has 3
crossings a1, a2, a3, and with the Z-valued Maslov potential µ chosen as in the figure, the
degrees are |a1| = |a2| = |a3| = 0. Moreover, T has 4 left end-points, 4 right end-points
and no left or right cusps. So in Remark 2.8, nL = nR = 4, cL = cR = 0. The left piece
TL (resp. the right piece TR) consists of 4 parallel lines, labeled from top to bottom, say,
by 1, 2, 3, 4, with Maslov potential values 2, 1, 1, 0 respectively.
Let’s calculate the Ruling polynomials for (T, µ). Firstly, let m 6= 1 be a nonnegative
integer, then the set of m-graded normal rulings for TL (resp. TR) is NR
m
TL
= {(ρL)1 =
(12)(34), (ρL)2 = (13)(24)} (resp. NRmTR = {(ρR)1 = (12)(34), (ρR)2 = (13)(24)}). Here,
for example in TL (12)(34) means the pairing between the strands 1, 2 (resp. 3, 4), corre-
sponding to a m-graded normal ruling of TL.
Using the notations before Lemma 2.9 and in Remark 2.5, the m-graded normal rulings
of (T, µ) are:
(1). NRmT ((ρL)1, (ρR)1) = {ρ3 = {a1}; ρ5 = {a3}; ρ8 = {a1, a2, a3}};
(2). NRmT ((ρL)1, (ρR)2) = {ρ1 = ∅; ρ6 = {a1, a2}};
(3). NRmT ((ρL)2, (ρR)1) = {ρ2 = ∅; ρ7 = {a2, a3}};
(4). NRmT ((ρL)2, (ρR)2) = {ρ4 = {a2}}.
Note that {a1, a3} is not a m-graded normal ruling since it violates the normal condition in
the definition 2.3. Apply the computation formula in Remark 2.8, the Ruling polynomials
of (T, µ) and the corresponding maximal degrees d in z are:
(1). < (ρL)1|RmT (z)|(ρR)1 >= 2z + z3, and d = 3;
(2). < (ρL)1|RmT (z)|(ρR)2 >= 1 + z2, and d = 2;
(3). < (ρL)2|RmT (z)|(ρR)1 >= 1 + z2 with d = 2;
(4). < (ρL)2|RmT (z)|(ρR)2 >= z with d = 1.
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Note that for m = 1, each of the 2 sets NR1TL and NR
1
TR
contains an additional 1-graded
normal ruling (ρL)3 (resp. (ρR)3) = {(14)(23)}. However, no 1-graded normal ruling of
T restricts to (ρL)3 or (ρR)3, hence the above formula also computes the 1-graded ruling
polynomials for (T, µ).
In Example 4.25, as an illustration of the main theorem 4.19, we will see that the
Ruling polynomials with boundary conditions calculated here, indeed match with the
augmentation numbers with the same boundary conditions (to be defined in Section 4.1)
for the Legendrian tangle (T, µ) as above.
3. The LCH differential graded algebras for Legendrian tangles
Generalizing the Chekanov-Eliashberg construction of the LCH DGAs for Legendrian
links, the LCH DGAs for Legendrian tangles with simple fronts (See Section 1.1.2) were
explicitly constructed in [Siv11]. Here we give the basic constructions and properties of
the LCH DGAs associated to any Legendrian tangle T (not necessarily with simple front).
The key properties of the DGAs are the homotopy invariance and co-sheaf property. As
in the Section 1.3, we allow some base points placed on the tangle.
Given an oriented tangle front T , provided with a Z/2r-valued Maslov potential µ. We
can orient the tangle so that each strand is right-moving (resp. left-moving) if and only
if its Maslov potential value is even (resp. odd). We place some base points ∗1, . . . , ∗B
on T so that each connected component containing a right cusp has at least one base
point. Assume T has nL left end-points and nR right end-points, labeled from top to
bottom by 1, 2, . . . , nL (resp. 1, 2, . . . , nR). We will construct a LCH DGA associated to
the resolution (see Section 1.1.3) of T . The idea is to embed the tangle front T into a
Legendrian link front Λ, and take the resolution of Λ. Then define the Z/2r-graded LCH
DGA A(T ) = A(T, µ, ∗1, . . . , ∗B) as a sub-DGA of A(Res(Λ)).
3.1. Embed a Legendrian tangle into a Legendrian link. Let (T, µ, ∗1, . . . , ∗B) be
given as above. In this subsection, we will give the construction to embed T into a
Legendrian link front (see FIGURE 3.1 for an illustration). In the case of FIGURE 3.1
(left), T is the Legendrian tangle in the vertical strip, with nL = 4, nR = 2 and B = 2.
We firstly glue a nL-copy of a left cusp along the top end-points to the nL left end-points
of T (see the 4-copy of the left cusp with crossings αij’s in FIGURE 3.1 (left)), and also
glue a nR-copy of a right cusp along the bottom end-points to the nR right end-points
of T (See the 2-copy of the right cusp with crossing β1 in FIGURE 3.1 (left)). Next, we
glue a nR-copy of a left cusp, placed to the left of the diagram, along the top end-points
to the top end-points of the nR-copy of the right cusp (See the 2-copy left cusp to the
left of the diagram in FIGURE 3.1 (left)). Now we are left with a diagram, say D, with
nL + nR right end-points (see the bottom dashed line in FIGURE 3.1 (left)). We glue
these right end-points via nL +nR right cusps as follows. We extend the Maslov potential
µ to D, this extension is unique. Every connected component with nonempty boundary
(i.e. component which is not a loop) of T is connected to exactly 2 such right end-points,
and it’s easy to see that µ(upper end-point) − µ(lower end-point) = ±1(mod2r). We
glue a right cusp to the 2 end-points from the right so that µ defines a Z/2r-valued
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Maslov potential on the resulting front diagram. We will place these right cusps so that
they have almost the same x-coordinates. Note that this procedure may involve some
additional crossings (See the bottom-right in FIGURE 3.1 (left)).
Figure 3.1. LCH DGA for tangles: In the left picture, embed the Legen-
drian tangle T (the part in the vertical strip) into a Legendrian link front
Λ; In the right picture, take the resolution of the Legendrian link front Λ.
Let’s denote by Λ the resulting front diagram, we will also add some additional base
points, for example one base point at each of the additional nR + nL right cusps in
the bottom of Λ, so that each component of Λ contains at least one base point. By
construction, Λ is equipped with a Z/2r-valued Maslov potential, still denoted by µ.
Moreover, Λ is simple (see Section 1.1.3) away from T . The nL-copy of the left cusp glued
to the left end-points of T has
(
nL
2
)
crossings, denoted by αij, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ nL, where αij
is the crossing of the 2 strands connected to the 2 left end-points i, j of T . Then, we have
|αij| = µ(i)− µ(j)− 1.
Now by the resolution construction, we can define the LCH DGA A(Res(Λ)). Let
{a1, a2, . . . , aR} be the crossings and right cusps of T , t1, t2, . . . , tB be the generators in
A(Res(Λ)) corresponding to the base points ∗1, ∗2, . . . , ∗B. By the resolution construction
[Ng03], the differential ∂ai only involves the generators {aj, 1 ≤ j ≤ R, t±1j , 1 ≤ j ≤ B}
and {αij, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ nL}.
Moreover, the differentials of αij’s are given by
∂αij =
∑
i<k<j
(−1)|αik|+1αikαkj.
As a consequence, the subalgebra generated by t±11 , . . . , t
±1
B , a1, . . . , aR and αij, 1 ≤ i <
j ≤ nL form a sub-DGA of A(Res(Λ)). This leads to the definition of the LCH DGA
A(T ) of the Legendrian tangle front T .
3.2. LCH DGAs via Legendrian tangle fronts. Now, let’s translate the construction
of sub-DGAs in the previous subsection into definitions involving only T .
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3.2.1. The general definition.
Definition/Proposition 3.1. Define the Z/2r-graded LCH DGA A(T ) as follows:
As an algebra: A(T ) = Z[t±11 , . . . , t±1B ] < ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ R, aij, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ nL > is a free
associative algebra over Z[t±11 , . . . , t±1B ], where aij corresponds to the pair of left end-points
i, j of T .
The grading and differential is induced from the identification of A(T ) with the sub-DGA
obtained above, via t±1i ↔ t±1i , ai ↔ ai and aij ↔ αij. By the construction above, the
DGA A(T ) is independent of the choices involved in the construction of Λ. In particular,
we can translate the DGA A(T ) purely in terms of the combinatorics of the tangle front
T . More precisely, we have:
The grading: |t±1i | = 0, |ai| = µ(over-strand)−µ(under-strand) if ai is a crossing, |ai| = 1
if ai is a right cusp, and |aij| = µ(i)− µ(j)− 1.
The differential: As usual, we impose the graded Leibniz Rule ∂(x·y) = (∂x)·y+(−1)|x|x·
∂y and the differential of the generators are defined as follows: ∂(t±1i )=0; The differential
of aij given by the same formula for αij with α•,• replaced by a•,•, that is,
(3.2.1) ∂aij =
∑
i<k<j
(−1)|aik|+1aikakj.
To translate the differential of a crossing or a right cusp, we proceed as in [Ng03,
Def.2.6]. Let a = ai and v1, . . . , vn be some elements in the generators {ai, 1 ≤ i ≤
R, aij, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ nL} of T for n ≥ 0. Let D2n = D2 − {p, q1, . . . , qn} be a fixed
oriented disk with n + 1 boundary punctures (or vertices) p, q1, . . . , qn, arranged in a
counterclockwise order.
Definition 3.2. Define the moduli space ∆(a; v1, . . . , vn) to be the space of admissible
disks u of the tangle front T up to re-parametrization, that is,
(i) (Immersion with singularities) The map u : (D2n, ∂D
2
n) → (R2xz, T ) is an immer-
sion, orientation-preserving, and smooth away from possible singularities at left
and right cusps, near which the image of the map are indicated as in FIGURE
3.2.a,b. Note that the singularities are not vertices of D2n;
(ii) (Initial/positive vertex) u extends continuously to p, with u(p) = a, near which
the image of the map is indicated as in Figure 3.2.c;
(iii) (Negative vertices at a crossing) If vi is a crossing, u extends continuously to qi,
with u(qi) = vi, near which the image of the map is indicated as in Figure 3.2.d;
(iv) (Negative vertices at a right cusp) If vi is a right cusp, u extends continuously to
qi, with u(qi) = vi, near which the image of the map is indicated as in Figure 3.2.e;
(v) (Negative vertices at a pair of left end-points) If vi is a pair of left end-points ajk,
we require that, as one approaches qi in D
2
n, u limits to the line segment [j, k] at
the left boundary between the left end-points j, k of T ;
(vi) The x-coordinate on the image u(D2n) has a unique local maximum at a.
Note: the last condition (vi) is in fact a consequence of the previous ones (i)-(v). All
the defining conditions are direct translations from those in Definition 1.1 via Lagrangian
projection, for A(Res(Λ)) in Section 3.1. Via the resolution construction (Figure 1.1), the
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a. Allowed singularties b. Forbidden singularities
c. Initial vertices d. Negative vertices at a crossing
e. Negative vertices at a right cusp
(counted twice)
Figure 3.2. Admissible disks: The image of the disk D2n under an admis-
sible map near a singularity or a vertex on the boundary ∂D2n. The first
row indicates the possible singularities, the second and third rows indicate
the possible vertices. In the first 2 pictures of part e, 2 copies of the same
strand (the heavy lines) are drawn for clarity.
only nontrivial part is the translation for a right cusp, near which the defining conditions
are illustrated by Figure 3.3.
(counted twice)
Figure 3.3. The singularity and negative vertices at a right cusp after
resolution: The first figure corresponds to a singularity (Figure 3.2.a), the
remaining ones correspond to a negative vertex (FIGURE 3.2.e, going from
left to right).
For each u ∈ ∆(a; v1, . . . , vn), walk along u(∂D2n) starting from a in counterclockwise
direction, we encounter a sequence s1, . . . , sN(N ≥ n) of negative vertices of u (crossings,
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right cusps, or pairs of left end-points as in Definition 3.2) and base points (away from
the previous negative vertices). Translate Definition 1.2, we obtain
Definition 3.3. The weight of u is w(u) := w(s1) . . . w(sN), where
(i) w(sk) = ti(resp. t
−1
i ) if sk is the base point ∗i, and the boundary orientation of
u(∂D2) agrees (resp. disagrees) with the orientation of T near ∗i. Note that this
includes the case when the base point ∗i is located at a right cusp, which is also a
singularity of u (See Figure 3.2.a);
(ii) w(sk) = vi (resp. (−1)|vi|+1vi) if sk is the crossing vi and the disk u(D2n) occupies
the top (resp. bottom) quadrant of vi (See Figure 3.2.d);
(iii) w(sk) = aij if sk is the pair of left end-points aij;
(iv) w(sk) = w1(sk)w2(sk) if sk is the right cusp vi = u(qi) (see Figure 3.2.e), where
w2(sk) = vi (resp. v
2
i ) if the image of u near qi looks like the first two diagrams
(resp. the third diagram) of Figure 3.2.e;
w1(sk) = 1 if sk is a unmarked right cusp (equipped with no base point);
w1(sk) = tj (resp. t
−1
j ) if vi is a marked right cusp equipped with the base point
∗j, and vi is an up (resp. down) right cusp4. See Figure 3.3 for an illustration.
Notice that the convention for the orientation signs here is as follows: At each crossing of
even degree of the tangle front T , the two quadrants to the lower right of the under-strand
have negative orientation signs. All other quadrants have positive orientation signs.
Definition 3.4. For a = ai a crossing or a right cusp, its differential is given by
(3.2.2) ∂a =
∑
n,v1,...,vn
∑
u∈∆(a;v1,...,vn)
w(u)
where for a = ai a right cusp, we also include the contribution from an “invisible” disk u
coming from the resolution construction (see Section 1.1.3), with w(u) = 1 (resp. t−1j or
tj), if there’s no base point (resp. a base point ∗j, depending on whether ai is an up or
down right cusp).
Example 3.5. Let T be the Legendrian tangle in Figure 3.1 (left), with a choice of Z/2r-
valued Maslov potential µ. As an algebra, the LCH DGA is A(T ) = A(T, µ, ∗1, ∗2) =
Z[t±11 , t±12 ] < a1, a2, a3, aij, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 4 >, where as usual the aij’s are the generators
corresponding to the pairs of left endpoints. The differential ∂ for A(T ) is: As usual,
∂aij =
∑
i<k<j(−1)|aik|+1aikakj and ∂(t±1i ) = 0. The differentials for ai’s are as follows
∂a1 = a12;
∂a2 = 1 + a13 + (−1)|a1|+1a1a23;
∂a3 = t
−1
1 (a24 + a23(a14 + (−1)|a1|+1a1a24 + a2a34))t2.
Note: there’s a strategy to compute ∂a3. We can cut T into elementary Legendrian
tangles and apply Definition/Proposition 3.9.
4Recall that a cusp is called up (resp. down) if the orientation of the front T near the cusp goes up
(resp. down).
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By embedding the Legendrian tangle T into a Legendrian link, the proof of Theorem
1.5 also shows that
Proposition 3.6. The isomorphism class of A(T ) is independent of the locations of the
base points on each connected component of T . The stable isomorphism class of A(T ) is
invariant under Legendrian isotopy of T .
3.2.2. LCH DGA for simple Legendrian tangles. In the case when T is a simple Legendrian
tangle (see Section 1.1.2 for the definition), in particular when T is nearly plat, we have
a simple description of A(T ).
The algebra and grading are the same as before, but the differential counts simpler
objects. More precisely, for a = ai a crossing or a right cusp, the differential ∂a is given
by the same formula as in Definition 3.4. However, we have
Lemma 3.7 ( [Ng03, §.2.3]). For T a simple Legendrian tangle front, any admissible disk
u in ∆(a; v1, . . . , vn) must satisfy:
(1) u is an embedding, not just an immersion, so no singularity at a right cusp (see
Figure 3.2.a);
(2) Each negative vertex of u must be a crossing, so there’s no negative vertex at a
right cusp (see Figure 3.2.e);
(3) There’s at most one negative vertex at a pair of left end-points.
Example 3.8. Consider the Legendrian tangle (T, µ) in Example 2.13 (See Figure 2.2
(left)). As usual, label the left end points of T by 1, 2, 3, 4 from top to bottom. Let aij, 1 ≤
i < j ≤ 4 be the pairs of left end points of T . Then the LCH DGA A(T ) is generated by
aij and a1, a2, a3, with the grading: |a12| = |a13| = |a24| = |a34| = 0, |a23| = −1, |a14| = 1
and |a1| = |a2| = |a3| = 0. The differential is given by
∂aij =
∑
i<l<j
(−1)|ail|+1ailalj;
∂a1 = a23;
∂a2 = ∂a3 = 0.
3.3. The co-sheaf property. Let T be a Legendrian tangle in J1U . Let V be an open
subinterval of U such that, the boundary (∂U)× Rz is disjoint from the crossings, cusps
and base points of T . T |V then gives a Legendrian tangle in J1V with Maslov potential
induced from that of T , hence the LCH DGA A(T |V ) is defined. There’s indeed a co-
restriction map of DGAs.
Definition/Proposition 3.9 ( [NRSSZ15, Prop.6.12], [Siv11]). The following defines a
morphism of Z/2r-graded DGAs ιUV : A(T |V )→ A(T ):
(1) ιUV sends a generator of A(T |V ), corresponding to a crossing, a right cusp or a
base point of T , to the corresponding generator of A(T );
(2) For a generator bij in A(T |V ) corresponding to the pair of left end-points i, j of
T |V , the image ιUV (bij) is defined as follows:
Use the notations in Section 3.2 and consider the moduli space ∆(bij; v1, . . . , vn)
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of disks u : (D2n, ∂D
2
n) → (R2xz, T ) satisfying the conditions in definition 3.2, with
the condition for a there replaced by “u limits to the line segments [i, j] between
the pair of left end-points i, j of T |V at the puncture p ∈ ∂D2 and u attains its
local maxima exactly along [i, j]”. Then define
(3.3.1) ιUV (bij) =
∑
n,v1,...,vn
∑
u∈∆(bij ,v1,...,vn)
w(u)
Proof. Apply the proof of Prop. 6.12 in [NRSSZ15]: Though it only deals with Legendrian
tangles in nearly plat positions, essentially the same arguments work in the general case,
with ‘embedded disks’ replaced by ‘immersed disks’ everywhere. 
Remark 3.10. From the definition, it’s easy to see that if the left boundary of V coincides
with that of U , then the co-restriction map ιUV : A(T |V ) ↪→ A(T ) is an inclusion.
Example 3.11 (co-restriction ιR for a right cusp). One key example for the co-restriction
of DGAs is ιR : A(TR)→ A(T ), where T be an elementary Legendrian tangle of a single
(marked or unmarked) right cusp a, and TR is the right piece of T . For simplicity, assume
T has 4 left endpoints and 2 right endpoints as in Figure 3.4. Then A(TR) = Z < b12 >,
where b12 is the generator corresponding to the pair of left endpoints of TR, and A(T ) =
Z[t, t−1] < a, aij, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 4 > with ∂a = tσ(a) + a23 (see Definition 3.12 below), where
aij’s correspond to the pairs of left endpoints of T , t is the generator corresponding to
the base point if the right cusp is marked and t = 1 otherwise. Then ιR : A(TR)→ A(T )
is given by
ιR(b12) = a14 + a13t
−σ(a)a24 + a12at−σ(a)a24 + a13t−σ(a)aa34 + a12at−σ(a)aa34
= a14 + t
−σ(a)(a13 + a12a)(a24 + aa34).
Figure 3.4. Left: An elementary Legendrian tangle of an unmarked right
cusp. Right: An elementary Legendrian tangle of a marked right cusp.
We introduce a sign at a right cusp, which will also be used later (see Lemma 5.2).
Definition 3.12. Given a right cusp a of the oriented tangle front T , we define the sign
σ = σ(a) of a to be 1 (resp. −1) if a is a down (resp. up) cusp. See Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5. Left: a down right cusp. Right: an up right cusp.
One key property of LCH DGAs for Legendrian tangles is the co-sheaf property:
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Proposition 3.13 ( [NRSSZ15, Thm.6.13]). If U = L ∪V R is the union of 2 open
intervals L,R with non-empty intersection V , then the diagram of co-restriction maps
(3.3.2) A(T |V ) ιRV //
ιLV

A(T |R)
ιUR

A(T |L) ιUL // A(T )
gives a pushout square of Z/2r-graded DGAs.
Proof. Again the same argument in the proof of Theorem 6.13 in [NRSSZ15] (The case
for Legendrian tangles in nearly plat positions) applies to the general case. 
4. Augmentations for Legendrian tangles
4.1. Augmentation varieties and augmentation numbers. Fix a Legendrian tangle
T , with Z/2r-valued Maslov potential µ, base points ∗1, . . . , ∗B so that each connected
component containing a right cusp has at least one base point. Denote the crossings, right
cusps and pairs of left end-points by R = {a1, . . . , aN}. As always, the base points are
assumed to be away from the crossings and left cusps of T . Let nL, nR be the numbers of
left and right end-points in T respectively.
We define the LCH DGA (A, ∂) as in the previous Section. So as an associative algebra
we have A(T ) = Z[t±11 , . . . , t±1B ] < a1, . . . , aN >. Fix a nonnegative integer m dividing r
and a base field k.
Definition 4.1. A m-graded (or Z/m-graded) k-augmentation of A is unital algebraic
map  : (A, ∂) → (k, 0) such that  ◦ ∂ = 0, and for all a in A we have (a) = 0 if
|a| 6= 0(modm). Here (k, 0) is viewed as a DGA concentrated on degree 0 with zero
differential. Morally, “ is a Z/mZ-graded DGA map”.
Definition 4.2. Define Augm(T, k) to be the set of m-graded k-augmentations of A(T ).
This defines an affine subvariety of (k×)B × kN , via the map
Augm(T, k) 3 → ((t1, . . . , (tB), (a1), . . . , (aN))) ∈ (k×)B × kN
with the defining polynomial equations  ◦ ∂(ai) = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ N and (ai) = 0 for |ai| 6=
0(modm). This affine variety Augm(T, k) will be called the (full) m-graded augmentation
variety of (T, µ, ∗1, . . . , ∗B).
Example 4.3 (The augmentation variety for trivial Legendrian tangles). Let T be the
trivial Legendrian tangle of n parallel strands, labeled from top to bottom by 1, 2, . . . , n,
equipped a Z/2r-valued Maslov potential µ. The LCH DGA is A(T ) = Z < aij, 1 ≤ i <
j ≤ n >, with the grading |aij| = µ(i) − µ(j) − 1 and the differential given by formula
(3.2.1). The m-graded augmentation variety Augm(T ; k) is
Augm(T ; k) = {((aij))1≤i<j≤n| ◦ ∂aij = 0, and (aij) = 0 if |aij| 6= 0(modm).}
On the other hand,
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Definition 4.4. Associate to the trivial Legendrian tangle (T, µ), define a canonical
Z/m-graded filtered k-module C = C(T ): C is the free k-module generated by e1, . . . , en
corresponding to the n strands of T with grading |ei| = µ(i)(modm). Moreover, C is
equipped with a decreasing filtration F 0 ⊃ F 1 ⊃ . . . ⊃ F n : F iC = Span{ei+1, . . . , en}.
Define Bm(T ) := Aut(C) to be the automorphism group of the Z/m-graded filtered
k-module C. Denote I = I(T ) := {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Now, in the example, given any m-graded augmentation  for A(T ), we construct
a Z/m-graded chain complex C() = (C, d()): The differential d = d() is filtration
preserving, of degree −1 given by
< dei, ej >= 0 for i ≥ j and < dei, ej >= (−1)µ(i)(aij) for i < j.
Here < dei, ej > denotes the coefficient of ej in dei. The condition that d is of degree −1
is equivalent to: < dei, ej >= (−1)µ(i)(aij) = 0 if µ(i) − µ(j) − 1 = |aij| 6= 0(modm)
for all i < j. The condition of the differential d2 = 0 is equivalent to: for all i < j have
< d2ei, ej >=
∑
i<k<j < dei, ek >< dek, ej >= 0, i.e.
∑
i<k<j(−1)µ(i)−µ(k)(aik)(akj) =
 ◦ ∂aij = 0.
Thus, we see that the map → C() gives an isomorphism between the augmentation
variety Augm(T ; k) and the set MCS
A
m(T ; k) of Z/m-graded filtered chain complexes
(C, d), or equivalently, the set of filtration preserving degree −1 differentials d of C. From
now on, we will always use this identification (see also Section 5.1).
Given the Legendrian tangle (T, µ) of n parallel strands, Bm(T ) acts naturally on
Augm(T ; k) = MCS
A
m(T ) via conjugation: given ϕ ∈ Bm(T ) and (C, d) in MCSAm(T ; k),
have ϕ · (C, d) := (C,ϕ ◦ d ◦ ϕ−1). In particular, the Bm(T )-orbit Bm(T ) · (C, d) (or
Bm(T ) · d) is simply the isomorphism classes of d.
Lemma 4.5 (Barannikov normal form, See also [Bar94,Lau15]). Let (C, d) be any Z/m-
graded filtered chain complex over k, where C = Spank{e1, . . . , en} is fixed with the de-
creasing filtration F 0 ⊃ F 1 ⊃ . . . ⊃ F n: F iC = Spank{ei+1, . . . , en}, then the iso-
morphism class of (C, d) has a unique representative, say (C, d0), such that the matrix
(< d0ei, ej >)i,j has at most one nonzero entry in each row and column and moreover these
are all 1’s. Equivalently, there’re 2k distinct indices i1 < j1, . . . , ik < jk in {1, . . . , n} for
some k, such that d0eil = ejl for 1 ≤ l ≤ k and d0ei = 0 otherwise.
The unique representative (C, d0) is called the Barannikov normal form of (C, d).
Proof. We divide the index set I := {1, . . . , n} into 3 types: upper, lower and homological.
For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, an element of the form ciei +
∑
k>i ckek is called i-admissible if
ci 6= 0 and ck = 0 if |ek| 6= |ei|(modm) for all k > i. In other words, the set of i-admissible
elements is the same as Aut(C) · ei, the image of ei under the automorphism group of the
Z/m-graded filtered k-module C. In particular, any automorphism of C preserves the set
of i-admissible elements.
• i is called d-closed (or closed) if there’s an i-admissible element x such that dx = 0.
Otherwise, i is called d-upper (or upper).
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To check the definition only depends on the isomorphism class of d: If d′ is another
representative in the isomorphism class of d, so d′ = ϕ·d = ϕ◦d◦ϕ−1 for some ϕ ∈ Aut(C).
If i is d-closed, say dx = 0 with x i-admissible, then d′ϕ(x) = ϕ(dx) = 0 with ϕ(x) i-
admissible, hence i is also d′-closed.
For each index i, and any i-admissible element x, we can write dx = ∗lel +
∑
k>l ∗kek
for some l > i with ∗l 6= 0, i.e. dx is l-admissible. If dx = 0 (that is, i is closed), then
l :=∞ and “dx is ∞-admissible” means dx = 0. Now, define ρd(x) := l.
If d′ = ϕ · d is another representative, then d′ϕ(x) = ϕ(dx) is also l-admissible, hence
ρd′(ϕ(x)) = ρd(x). For each index i, define
ρd(i) := max{ρd(x)|x is i-admissible}
By definition, ρd(i) > i. And, the previous identity shows that ρd(i) only depends on the
isomorphism class of d. So we can write ρ(i) = ρd(x). Also, by definition, i is upper if
and only if ρ(i) <∞.
• j is called lower, if j = ρ(i) for some upper index i.
If j = ρ(i) is lower, then j = ρ(x) for some i-admissible element x, hence dx = ∗jej +∑
k>j ∗kek is j-admissible. It follows that d(∗jej +
∑
k>j ∗kek) = d2x = 0. Therefore, j is
closed.
• j is called homological, if j is closed but not lower.
As a consequence, we obtain a partition and a map associated to the isomorphism class
of d
I = L unionsqH unionsq U(4.1.1)
ρ : U → L
where L,H and U are the sets of lower, homological and upper indices respectively. We
emphasize that the partition and the map depend only on the isomorphism class of d.
Moreover, ρ : U → L is a bijection. By definition, it’s clearly surjective. To show it’s
also injective: Otherwise, assume i < i′ are 2 upper indices such that ρ(i) = ρ(i′) = k.
In particular, |ei| = |ei′| = |ek| + 1. Then for some i-admissible x and i′-admissible
element x′ we have k = ρ(i) = ρ(x) and k = ρ(i′) = ρ(x′), that is, dx = ckek +
∑
j>k cjej
and dx′ = c′kek +
∑
j>k c
′
jej are both k-admissible, i.e. ck 6= 0, c′k 6= 0. If follows that
d(c′kx− ckx′) =
∑
j>k ∗jej and c′kx− ckx′ is still i-admissible. Hence, ρd(c′kx− ckx′) > k =
ρ(i) = max{ρd(y)|y is i-admissible}, contradiction.
Suppose U = {il, 1 ≤ l ≤ k|i1 < i2 < . . . < ik} and jl := ρ(il), 1 ≤ l ≤ k, then
L = {jl, 1 ≤ l ≤ k}. By definition of ρ, for each l there exists an il-admissible element, say
e′il , such that e
′
jl
:= de′il is jl-admissible. We may even assume that e
′
il
= eil +
∑
j>il
∗jej.
For each i in H, by definition, there exists an i-admissible element e′i = ei +
∑
j>i ∗jej
such that de′i = 0. We thus have constructed a set of elements {e′1, e′2, . . . , e′n} in C with
e′i i-admissible, it follows that they form a basis of C. Define an automorphism ϕ of C
by ϕ(e′i) = ei, and take d0 = ϕ · d. Then, d0ei = ϕ(de′i). As a consequence, d0eil = ejl for
1 ≤ l ≤ k and d0ei = 0 for i ∈ H. That is, d0 is a Barannikov normal form of d.
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Conversely, given a Barannikov normal form d0 of d, there exist 2k distinct indices
i1 < j1, . . . , ik < jk such that d0eil = ejl for 1 ≤ l ≤ k and d0ei = 0 otherwise. Apply the
definition of the 3 types of indices with respect to d0, we must have U = {i1, . . . , ik} and
ρ(il) = max{ρd0(x)|x is il-admissible} = jl, so L = {j1, . . . , jk}. Hence, d0 is uniquely
determined by the partition I = L unionsq H unionsq U and the bijection ρ : U ∼−→ L, which are
determined by the isomorphism class of d. 
Definition 4.6. Given a trivial Legendrian tangle (T, µ), a partition I(T ) = U unionsqH unionsq L
together with a bijection ρ : U
∼−→ L as in the proof of the previous lemma (see Equation
(4.1.1)), will be called an m-graded isomorphism type of T , denoted by ρ for simplicity.
Note: ρ(i) > i and |eρ(i)| = |ei| − 1(modm) for all i ∈ U .
Remark 4.7. By Lemma 4.5, each m-graded isomorphism type ρ of T determines an
unique isomorphism class Om(ρ; k) of Z/m-graded filtered k-complexes (C(T ), d). In
other words, Om(ρ; k) is the Bm(T )-orbit of the canonical augmentation ρ (equivalently,
the Barannikov normal form dρ determined by ρ), using the identification in Example 4.3.
We thus obtain a decomposition of the augmentation variety for the trivial Legendrian
tangle (T, µ):
Augm(T ; k) = unionsqρOm(ρ; k)(4.1.2)
where ρ runs over all m-graded isomorphism types of T .
In addition, take a m-graded augmentation  of A(T ), or equivalently the m-graded
filtered chain complex C() = (C, d()). Suppose  is acyclic, meaning that (C, d()) is
acyclic or H = ∅ in the partition I = L unionsqH unionsq U associated to d(). Then, the associated
m-graded isomorphism type ρ : U
∼−→ L can be identified with an m-graded normal ruling
(denoted by the same ρ) of T .
Remark 4.8. In Lemma 4.5, given any complex (C, d) (or the corresponding augmen-
tation ), which determines a partition I = U unionsq L unionsq H and a bijection ρ : U ∼−→ L, say
U = {i1 < i2 < . . . < ik} and ρ(il) = jl. Then ϕ−1 · d = d0 is the Barannikov normal
form for some ϕ ∈ Aut(C). Can take the decomposition ϕ = D ◦ϕ0, where D is diagonal
and ϕ0 is unipotent, i.e. ϕ0(ei) = ei +
∑
j>i ∗jej. Then (ϕ−10 · d)(eil) = clejl for cl ∈ k∗
and 1 ≤ l ≤ k, and (ϕ−10 · d)(ej) = 0 for the remaining cases. Such a complex (C,ϕ−10 · d)
(or the corresponding augmentation ϕ−10 · ) is called standard, and we say (C,ϕ−10 · d) is
standard with respect to ρ.
In fact, the unipotent automorphism ϕ0 can be taken to be canonical. See Lemma 5.7.
Augmentation varieties for Legendrian tangles also satisfy a sheaf property, induced by
the co-sheaf property of LCH DGAs in Section 3.3. More precisely, we have
Definition/Proposition 4.9. Let T a Legendrian tangle in J1U .
(1) Let V be an open subinterval of U , then the co-restriction of DGAs ιUV : A(T |V )→
A(T ) induces a restriction rV U = ι∗V U : Augm(T ; k)→ Augm(T |V ; k).
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(2) If U = L ∪V R is the union of 2 open intervals L,R with non-empty intersection
V , then the diagram of restriction maps
(4.1.3) Augm(T ; k)
rRU //
rLU

Augm(T |R; k)
rV R

Augm(T |L; k)
rV L // Augm(T |V ; k)
gives a fiber product of augmentation varieties.
Take the left and right pieces of T , called TL, TR respectively. We get 2 restrictions
of augmentation varieties rL = ι
∗
L : Augm(T ) → Augm(TL) and rR = ι∗R : Augm(T ) →
Augm(TR). We can then define some subvarieties:
Definition 4.10. Given m-graded isomorphism types ρL, ρR for TL, TR respectively, and
L ∈ Om(ρL; k). Define the varieties
Augm(T, L, ρR; k) := {L} ×Augm(TL;k) ×Augm(T ; k)×Augm(TR;k) ×Om(ρR; k)
Augm(T, ρL, ρR; k) := Om(ρL; k)×Augm(TL;k) ×Augm(T ; k)×Augm(TR;k) ×Om(ρR; k)
Augm(T, L, ρR; k) will be called the m-graded augmentation variety with boundary con-
ditions (L, ρR) for T . When L = ρL is the canonical augmentation of TL corresponding
to the Barannikov normal form determined by ρL, we will call Augm(T, ρL , ρR; k) the
m-graded augmentation variety (with boundary conditions (ρL, ρR)) of T .
By definition, we immediately obtain a decomposition of the full augmentation variety
Augm(T ; k) = unionsqρL,ρRAugm(T, ρL, ρR; k)(4.1.4)
where ρL, ρR run over all m-graded isomorphism types of TL, TR respectively.
Note that the augmentation variety Augm(T, k) itself is not a Legendrian isotopy in-
variant. However, assume the numbers nL, nR of left endpoints and right endpoints of T
are both even. We can define
Definition 4.11. Let Fq be any finite field, and ρL, ρR be m-graded isomorphism types
of TL, TR respectively. The m-graded augmentation number (with boundary conditions
(ρL, ρR)) of T over Fq is
augm(T, ρL, ρR; q) := q
−dimCAugm(T,ρL ,ρR;C)|Augm(T, ρL , ρR;Fq)|(4.1.5)
where |Augm(T, ρL , ρR;Fq)| is simply the counting of Fq-points.
Remark 4.12. Alternatively, we can use Augm(T, ρL, ρR; k) instead of Augm(T, ρL , ρR; k)
to define the augmentation number. However, this alternative definition only differs from
the previous one by a normalized factor q−dimOm(ρL;k)|Om(ρL;Fq)| = ( q−1q )|L|, where L
comes from the partition I(TL) = U unionsqH unionsq L determined by ρL. See Corollary 5.8.
In the next subsection, we will see that the augmentation numbers defined above are
Legendrian isotopy invariants. However, for the purpose of clarity, we will now restrict
ourselves to the case when ρL, ρR are m-graded normal rulings. In particular, this ensures
that T has even left and even right endpoints. In Section 6, we will come back to the
general case (the part related to augm(T, ρL, ρR; q) defined here is Section 6.3).
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4.2. Computation for augmentation numbers. Given a Legendrian tangle (T, µ).
For the moment, we will assume T is placed with B base points so that each right cusp
is marked. Label the crossings, cusps and base points away from the right cusps of T
by q1, . . . , qn with x-coordinates, from left to right. Let x0 < x1 < . . . < xn be the
x-coordinates which cut T into elementary tangles. That is, x0 and xn are the the x-
coordinates of the left and right end-points of T , and xi−1 < xqi < xi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Let Ti = T |{x0<x<xi} and Ei := T |{xi−1<x<xi} be the i-th elementary tangle around qi, then
T = Tn = E1 ◦ E2 ◦ . . . ◦ En is the composition of n elementary tangles.
Fix m-graded normal rulings ρL, ρR of TL, TR respectively. Fix L ∈ Om(ρL; k).
Definition 4.13. For any m-graded normal ruling ρ of T such that ρ|TL = ρL and
ρ|TR = ρR, denote ρi := ρ|(Ti)R=(Ti+1)L for 0 ≤ i ≤ n. In particular, ρ0 = ρL, ρn = ρR.
Define the variety
Augρm(T, L) := Augm(E1, L, ρ1)×Om(ρ1) . . .×Om(ρn−1) Augm(En, ρn−1, ρn)
Augρm(T, ρL) := Augm(E1, ρ0, ρ1)×Om(ρ1) . . .×Om(ρn−1) Augm(En, ρn−1, ρn)
while for simplicity we have ignored the coefficient field k.
Remark 4.14. Given any elementary Legendrian tangle E: a single crossing, a left cusp,
a (marked or unmarked) right cusp, or 2n parallel strands with a single base point, let
 be any m-graded augmentation of A(E) and denote L := |EL , R := |ER . If L is
acyclic (see Remark 4.7), then so is R. By induction, this result then generalizes to all
Legendrian tangles. For a justification, see Corollary 5.3.
We then obtain a partition into subvarieties
Augm(T, L, ρR; k) = unionsqρAugρm(T, L; k)(4.2.1)
where ρ runs over all m-graded normal rulings of T such that ρ|TL = ρL and ρ|TR = ρR.
Consider the natural map
Pn : Aug
ρ
m(Tn, L; k)→ Aug
ρ|Tn−1
m (Tn−1, L; k)(4.2.2)
Clearly the fibers are Augm(En, n−1, ρn; k), where n−1 ∈ Om(ρn−1; k).
Lemma 4.15. Let (E, µ) be an elementary Legendrian tangle: a single crossing q, a left
cusp q, a marked right cusp q or 2n parallel strands with a single base point ∗. Let ρ be a
m-graded normal ruling of E, denote ρL := ρ|EL , ρR := ρ|ER. Take any L in Om(ρL; k),
have
Augm(E, L, ρR; k)
∼= (k∗)−χ(ρ)+B × kr(ρ)
where B is the number of base points in E, χ(ρ) = s(ρ)−cR, cR the number of right cusps
in E. And, s(ρ) and r(ρ) are defined as in Definition 2.4.
We will not show the lemma until the Section 5.3.
Remark 4.16. In fact, for any Legendrian tangle T = Tn as above, one can show that
Augρm(T, L; k)
∼= (k∗)−χ(ρ)+B × kr(ρ)
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See Theorem 5.10. However, for our purpose of points-counting, the previous lemma will
suffice.
Assuming the lemma, we see that the map Pn : Aug
ρ
m(Tn, L; k)→ Aug
ρ|Tn−1
m (Tn−1, L; k)
is surjective with smooth isomorphic fibers (k∗)−χ(ρ|En )+B(En) × kr(ρ|En ), where B(En)
denotes the number of base points in En. It follows that
dimAugρm(Tn, L) = dimAug
ρ|Tn−1
m (Tn−1, L)− χ(ρ|En) +B(En) + r(ρ|En)
|Augρm(Tn, L;Fq)| = |Aug
ρ|Tn−1
m (Tn−1, L;Fq)|(q − 1)−χ(ρ|En )+B(En)qr(ρ|En )
So by induction, we obtain
dimAugρm(T, L; k) = −χ(ρ) +B − r(ρ)(4.2.3)
|Augρm(T, L;Fq)| = (q − 1)−χ(ρ)+Bqr(ρ)
As a consequence of Equation (4.2.1), we then have
Lemma 4.17. Given a Legendrian tangle (T, µ) with B base points so that each right
cusp is marked, let ρL, ρR be m-graded normal rulings of TL, TR respectively, then for any
L ∈ Om(ρL; k), have
dimAugm(T, L, ρR; k) = maxρ{−χ(ρ) +B + r(ρ)}(4.2.4)
and the augmentation number is given by
augm(T, ρL, ρR; q) = q
−maxρ{−χ(ρ)+B+r(ρ)}
∑
ρ
(q − 1)−χ(ρ)+Bqr(ρ)(4.2.5)
where ρ runs over all m-graded normal rulings such that ρ|TL = ρL, ρ|TR = ρR.
Corollary 4.18 (Invariance of augmentation numbers). In the setting of the previous
lemma with B fixed, then the augmentation numbers augm(T, ρL, ρR; q) are Legendrian
isotopy invariants.
Proof. Given a Legendrian isotopy h : T → T ′, by Lemma 2.9 there’s a canonical bijection
φh : NR
m
T
∼−→ NRmT ′ between the sets of m-graded normal rulings of T, T ′, which commutes
with the restriction to left and right pieces, and χ(φh(ρ)) = χ(ρ) for any m-graded normal
ruling of T . Moreover, by Remark 2.12, there’s a constant Cr which only depend on T
and h, such that r(φh(ρ)) = r(ρ) + Cr. Apply the previous lemma, we get
dimAugm(T
′, ρL, ρR; k) = maxρ{−χ(φh(ρ)) +B + r(φh(ρ))}
= maxρ{−χ(ρ) +B + r(ρ)}+ Cr
= dimAugm(T, ρL, ρR; k) + Cr
where ρ runs over all m-graded normal rulings of T such that ρ|TL = ρL, ρ|TR = ρR, and
augm(T
′, ρL, ρR; q) = q−dimAugm(T,ρL,ρR;k)−Cr
∑
ρ
(q − 1)−χ(φh(ρ))+Bqr(φh(ρ))
= q−dimAugm(T,ρL,ρR;k)−Cr
∑
ρ
(q − 1)−χ(ρ)+Bqr(ρ)+Cr
= augm(T, ρL, ρR; q)
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where ρ runs as above. 
4.3. Ruling polynomials compute augmentation numbers.
Theorem 4.19. Let T be a Legendrian tangle equipped with a Z/2r-valued Maslov poten-
tial µ and B base points so that each connected component containing a right cusp has at
least one base point. Fix a nonnegative integer m dividing 2r and m-graded normal rulings
ρL, ρR of TL, TR respectively, then the augmentation numbers and Ruling polynomials of
(T, µ) are related by
(4.3.1) augm(T, ρL, ρR; q) = q
− d+B
2 zB < ρL|RmT (z)|ρR >
where q is the order of a finite field Fq, z = q
1
2 − q− 12 , d is the maximal degree in z of
< ρL|RmT (z)|ρR >.
Proof. Firstly, we prove the theorem when each right cusp is marked in T . We need the
following direct generalization of [HR15, lem.3.5]
Lemma 4.20. Let (T, µ) be any Legendrian tangle and fix m-graded normal rulings ρL, ρR
of TL, TR respectively. Let ρ and ρ
′ be any two m-graded normal rulings of T which restricts
to ρL (resp. ρR) on TL (resp. TR), then
−χ(ρ) + 2r(ρ) = −χ(ρ′) + 2r(ρ′)
Note: Unlike [HR15, lem.3.5], we do not assume T to have nearly plat front diagram.
We will postpone the proof of the lemma until the end of this subsection.
Assuming Lemma 4.20, we prove Theorem 4.19. Fix ρ0 such that dimAugm(T, ρL, ρR) =
−χ(ρ0) + B + r(ρ0). It follows from lemma 4.20 that −χ(ρ0) is also maximal, hence
d = −χ(ρ0) = max.degz < ρL|RmT (z)|ρR >. For any m-graded normal ruling ρ, Lemma
4.20 implies that r(ρ)− r(ρ0) = 12(d+ χ(ρ)). Plug this into equation (4.2.5), we obtain
augm(T, ρL, ρR; q) = q
−d−B−r(ρ0)∑
ρ(q − 1)−χ(ρ)+Bqr(ρ)
= q−
d+B
2
∑
ρ(q
1
2 − q− 12 )−χ(ρ)+B
= q−
d+B
2 zB < ρL|RmT (z)|ρR >
where z = q
1
2 − q− 12 and ρ runs over all m-graded normal rulings of T such that ρ|TL =
ρL, ρ|TR = ρR.
In general, the theorem reduces to the previous case via Lemma 4.21 below. 
Lemma 4.21 (Dependence on the base points of augmentation numbers). As in the
previous theorem, let (T, µ) be a Legendrian tangle with B base points ∗1, . . . , ∗B so that
each connected component containing a right cusp has at least one base point. Fix m-
graded normal rulings ρL, ρR of TL, TR respectively, then the normalized augmentation
number
N.augm(T, ρL, ρR; q) := q
d+B
2 z−Baugm(T, ρL, ρR; q)
is independent of the number and positions of the base points on T .
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Proof. To express the explicit dependence on the base points, we write augm(T, ρL, ρR; q) =
augm(T, ∗1, . . . , ∗B, ρL, ρR; q) and N.augm(T, ρL, ρR; q) = N.augm(T, ∗1, . . . , ∗B, ρL, ρR; q).
Firstly, we show that the (normalized) augmentation number is independent of the
positions of the base points in each connected component of T . It suffices to show that:
Let (∗1, . . . , ∗B) and (∗′1, . . . , ∗′B) be 2 collections of base points on T , which are identical
except that for some i, when ∗′i is the result of sliding ∗i across a crossing of Res(T ). Then
augm(T, ∗1, . . . , ∗B, ρL, ρR; q) = augm(T, ∗′1, . . . , ∗′B, ρL, ρR; q). Notice that a base point on
a right cusp corresponds to a base point on the boundary of the “invisible” disk after
resolution.
Suppose ∗i, ∗′i lie on the opposite sides of a in Res(T ) and the orientation of T goes
from ∗i to ∗′i, where a is a crossing or right cusp of T . We firstly assume the strand
containing ∗i, ∗′i is the over-strand at a of Res(T ). If u is an admissible disk as in
Definition 3.2 with an initial vertex at a, and w(u), w′(u) are the weights of u in the
DGAs (A(T, ∗1, . . . , ∗B), ∂), (A(T, ∗′1, . . . , ∗′B), ∂′) respectively. Then w(u) = t−1i w′(u), i.e.
∂′(t−1i a) = ∂a. If u is an admissible disk with at least one negative vertex at a, then w
′(u)
is the result of replacing each a by t−1i a in w(u). In other words, we have an isomorphism of
Z/2r-graded DGAs φ : A(T, ∗1, . . . , ∗B) ∼−→ A(T, ∗′1, . . . , ∗′B) given by φ(a) = t−1i a, φ(a′) =
a′ for all generators a′ 6= a, and φ(tj) = tj. It follows that φ induces an isomorphism φ∗ :
Augm(T, ∗′1, . . . , ∗′B, ρL , ρR; k) ∼−→ Augm(T, ∗1, . . . , ∗B, ρL , ρR; k) defined by φ∗′ = ′ ◦ φ.
Notice that φ′ only changes the values of augmentations at a, the boundary condition
(ρL , ρR) is indeed preserved by φ
∗. Now, by definition augm(T, ∗1, . . . , ∗B, ρL, ρR; q) =
augm(T, ∗′1, . . . , ∗′B, ρL, ρR; q).
If the strand containing ∗i, ∗′i is the under-strand at a of Res(T ). A similar argument
shows that φ : A(T, ∗1, . . . , ∗B) ∼−→ A(T, ∗′1, . . . , ∗′B), given by φ(a) = ati, φ(a′) = a′ for
a′ 6= a and φ(tj) = tj, defines an isomorphism of Z/2r-graded DGAs. Again, the desired
equality follows as in the previous case.
Secondly, we show that the normalized augmentation number is independent of the
number of base points on T . By the first half of the result proved above, it suffices to
show that: Let ∗1, . . . , ∗B, ∗B+1 a collection of base points on T such that ∗B, ∗B+1 lie
in a small neighborhood of T avoiding the crossings, cusps and other base points, then
N.augm(T, ∗1, . . . , ∗B, ρL, ρR; q) = N.augm(T, ∗1, . . . , ∗B, ∗B+1, ρL, ρR; q), or equivalently,
augm(T, ∗1, . . . , ∗B+1, ρL, ρR; q) =
(q − 1)
q
augm(T, ∗1, . . . , ∗B, ρL, ρR; q)(4.3.2)
In this case, there’s a natural morphism of Z/2r-graded DGAs φ : A(T, ∗1, . . . , ∗B) →
A(T, ∗1, . . . , ∗B+1) given by φ(a) = a for all generators a, φ(ti) = ti for i < B and
φ(tB) = tBtB+1. Indeed, we obtain an isomorphism of DGAs Φ : A(T, ∗1, . . . , ∗B)[t, t−1] ∼−→
A(T, ∗1, . . . , ∗B+1) given by Φ(a) = a, φ(ti) = ti, i < B,Φ(tB) = tBtB+1 and Φ(t) = tB+1.
Hence, we obtain an induced isomorphism
Φ∗ : Augm(T, ∗1, . . . , ∗B+1, ρL , ρR; k) ∼−→ Augm(T, ∗1, . . . , ∗B, ρL , ρR; k)× k∗
given by Φ∗ := φ∗ × eB+1, with φ∗(a) = (a) for all generators a, φ∗(ti) = (ti) for
i < B and φ∗(tB) = (tB)(tB+1), and eB+1() = (tB+1). By definition of augmentation
numbers, it then follows that the equality (4.3.2) holds. 
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Now, let’s prove Lemma 4.20. For any m-graded normal ruling ρ of (T, µ), define
r′(ρ) to be the number of m-graded returns of ρ. It suffices to show −χ(ρ) + 2r′(ρ) =
−χ(ρ′) + 2r′(ρ′) for any ρ, ρ′ as in Lemma 4.20. However, −χ(ρ) = s(ρ)− cR implies
−χ(ρ) + 2r′(ρ) = (s(ρ) + r′(ρ) + d(ρ))− cR + r′(ρ)− d(ρ)
= rm − cR + r′(ρ)− d(ρ)
where rm is the number of crossings of the front T of degree 0 modulo m. Hence, Lemma
4.20 is a consequence of the following
Proposition 4.22. Let (T, µ) be any Legendrian tangle and fix m-graded normal rulings
ρL, ρR of TL, TR respectively. Then for any m-graded normal ruling ρ such that ρ|TL =
ρL, ρ|TR = ρR, r′(ρ)− d(ρ) is independent of ρ.
Before the proof, let’s firstly make some definitions. For any m-graded isomorphism
type (Definition 4.6) ρ of a trivial Legendrian tangle E of n parallel strands. So ρ deter-
mines a partition I = UunionsqLunionsqH and a bijection ρ : U ∼−→ L, where I = I(E) = {1, 2, . . . , n}
is the set of left endpoints of E. Notice that H = ∅ when ρ is a m-graded normal ruling
(Remark 4.7). For each i in H, we take ρ(i) :=∞. Now, we define the subsets I(i), i ∈ I,
A(i) = Aρ(i), i ∈ U unionsqH of I, and an index A(ρ), depending on ρ as follows:
Definition 4.23. For any i ∈ I, define
I(i) := {j ∈ I|j > i, µ(j) = µ(i)(modm)}.
Note: I(i) is independent of ρ. Now for any i ∈ U unionsqH, define
A(i) = Aρ(i) := {j ∈ U unionsqH|j ∈ I(i) and ρ(j) < ρ(i)}.
Note: for any j ∈ A(i), have ρ(j) < ρ(i) ≤ ∞, hence we necessarily have j ∈ U . Now,
define A(ρ) ∈ N by
A(ρ) :=
∑
i∈UunionsqH
|A(i)|+
∑
i∈L
|I(i)|.
See Corollary 5.8 for an interpretation of A(ρ).
With the definition above, we can now prove the proposition.
Proof of Proposition 4.22. Assume T lives over the interval [x0, x1]. Let ρ be any m-
graded normal ruling of T such that ρ|TL = ρL, ρ|TR = ρR. For each x in [x0, x1] avoiding
the crossings and cusps of T , define A(x) := A(ρ|{x}). In particular, A(x0) = A(ρL) and
A(x1) = A(ρR).
Observe that, as x increases, A(x) increases (resp. decreases) by 1 when passing an m-
graded return (resp. m-graded departure) of ρ and is unchanged when passing a crossing of
all other types. When passing a right cusp q, let xc, x
′
c be the x-coordinate immediately
before and after q. Suppose ρc := ρ|x=xc and ρ′c := ρ|x=x′c determine the partitions
Ic = I(T |x=xc) = Uc unionsq Lc and I ′c = I(T |x=x′c) = U ′c unionsq L′c respectively. Suppose q connects
strands k, k + 1 of T |x=xc , then k ∈ Uc, k + 1 ∈ Lc, ρc(k) = k + 1 and Aρc(k) = ∅. Denote
Iac := {i ∈ I(T |x=xc)|µ(i) = a(modm)}, Uac := {i ∈ Uc|µ(i) = a(modm)} and Lac :=
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{i ∈ Lc|µ(i) = a(modm)} for all congruence classes a(modm). Say, µ(k) = a(modm). It
follows that
A(xc)− A(x′c)− |Ic(k + 1)|
=
∑
i∈Uc,k∈Aρc (i)
1 +
∑
i∈Lc,k∈Ic(i)
1 +
∑
i∈Lc,k+1∈Ic(i)
1
=
∑
i∈Uac ,i<k,ρc(i)>k+1
1 +
∑
i∈Lac ,i<k
1 +
∑
j=ρ−1c (i)∈Uac ,j<ρc(j)=i<k+1
1
=
∑
i∈Uac ,i<k
1 +
∑
i∈Lac ,i<k
1
= |{i ∈ Iac |i < k}|.
Hence,
A(xc)− A(x′c) = |{i ∈ Ic|i > k + 1, µ(i) = µ(k + 1)(modm)}|
+ |{i ∈ Ic|i < k, µ(i) = µ(k)(modm)}|
is independent of ρ. Similarly, when passing a left cusp, A(x) only changes by a constant,
which only depends on (T, µ) near the cusp, not on ρ.
As a consequence, by moving x from x0 to x1, we obtain that A(ρR)−A(ρL) = A(x1)−
A(x0) = r
′(ρ) − d(ρ) + C for some constant C, which depends only on (T, µ), not on ρ.
It follows that r′(ρ)− d(ρ) is independent of ρ. 
Remark 4.24. In Section 6.3, we will introduce the concepts of m-graded generalized
normal rulings. It turns out, by the same proof, the previous proposition still holds,
when we replace “m-graded normal ruling” by “m-graded generalized normal ruling”
everywhere. It follows that Lemma 4.20 holds for m-graded generalized normal rulings as
well, if we use Definition 6.7 to define χ(ρ).
4.4. Example.
Example 4.25. Consider the Legendrian tangle (T, µ) in Example 2.13 (See Figure 2.2
(left)), with no base point. Hence, B = 0. Let’s check Theorem 4.19 with our example
by a direct calculation.
Let bij, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 4 be the pairs of right end points of T , so A(TR) is generated
by bij’s with the grading: |b12| = |b13| = |b24| = |b34| = 0, |b23| = −1, |b14| = 1. By
Example 2.13, TR has 2 m-graded normal rulings (ρR)1, (ρR)2. Let’s firstly determine
the orbits Om((ρR)1; k),Om((ρR)2; k). Use the identification in Example 4.3, given any
m-graded augmentation R for TR, denote by dR the corresponding differential for C(TR).
Let I := {1, 2, 3, 4} be the set of right endpoints of T .
By the proof of Lemma 4.5, dR ∈ Om((ρR)1; k) if and only if the partition and bijection
determined by dR is I = U unionsq L and (ρR)1 : U ∼−→ L, where U = {1, 3}, L = {2, 4} and
(ρR)1(1) = 2, (ρR)1(3) = 4. That is, the condition says 1, 3 are dR-upper, and (ρR)1(i) =
ρdR(i) := max{ρdR(x)|x is i-admissible} for i = 1, 3, equivalently, < dRe1, e2 >6= 0 and
< dRe3, e4 >6= 0. Hence, we have
Om((ρR)1; k) = {R ∈ Augm(TR; k)|(b12) 6= 0, (b34) 6= 0}.
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Similarly, dR ∈ Om((ρR)2; k) if and only if 1, 2 are dR-upper and (ρR)2(i) = ρdR(i) =
max{ρdR(x)|x is i-admissible} for i = 1, 2. For i = 1, the previous condition says <
dRe1, e2 >= 0 (otherwise, ρdR(1) = 2, contradiction), < dRe2, e3 >= 0 (Otherwise, 2 is
dR-upper and ρdR(2) = 3, contradiction), and < dRe1, e3 >6= 0; For i = 2, the previous
condition says < dRe2, e4 >6= 0 and < dRe3, e4 >= 0. As a consequence, we have
Om((ρR)2; k) = {R ∈ Augm(TR; k)|R(b12), R(b23), R(b34) = 0, R(b13), R(b24) 6= 0}.
Now, let  be any m-graded k-augmentation of T , denote by L, R the restriction
of  to TL, TR respectively. Let xi = (ai), and xij = (aij) for i < j. Notice that
(a23) = 0 = (a14). By Example 3.8, the full augmentation variety for T is:
Augm(T ; k) = {(xi, xij)|x23, x14 = 0,
∑
i<k<j
(−1)|aik|+1xikxkj = 0}
for m 6= 1 and
Augm(T ; k) = {(xi, xij)|x23 = 0,
∑
i<k<j
(−1)|aik|+1xikxkj = 0}
for m = 1. Moreover, the co-restriction ιR : A(TR)→ A(T ) is given by
ιR(b12) = a13(1 + a2a3) + a12(a1 + a3 + a1a2a3);
ιR(b13) = a12(1 + a1a2) + a13a2;
ιR(b14) = a14; ιR(b23) = 0;
ιR(b24) = (1 + a2a1)a34 − a2a24;
ιR(b34) = (1 + a3a2)a24 − (a1 + a3 + a3a2a1)a34.
It follows that
R(b12) = x13(1 + x2x3) + x12(x1 + x3 + x1x2x3);
R(b13) = x12(1 + x1x2) + x13x2;
R(b14) = x14; R(b23) = 0;
R(b24) = (1 + x1x2)x34 − x2x24;
R(b34) = (1 + x2x3)x24 − (x1 + x3 + x1x2x3)x34.
With the preparation above, we have the following augmentation variety and augmen-
tation number (with fixed boundary conditions) associated to (T, µ), corresponding to
each case in Example 2.13:
(1). Notice that for L = (ρL)1 , have x12 = 1 = x34 and xij = 0 otherwise. Hence, for the
boundary conditions ((ρL)1, (ρR)1) (see Definition 4.10), have
Augm(T, (ρL)1), (ρR)1; k) = { ∈ Augm(T ; k)|L = (ρL)1 , R ∈ Om((ρR)1; k)}
= {(xi)1≤i≤3 ∈ k3|x1 + x3 + x1x2x3 6= 0}
= k∗ × k unionsq k∗ × k unionsq (k∗)3
where in the decomposition of the last equality, the subvarieties are {x1 = 0, x3 6= 0},
{x3 = 0, x1 6= 0} and {x1 6= 0, x3 6= 0, x1 + x3 + x1x2x3 6= 0} respectively. Hence, by
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Definition 4.11 and Example 2.13, the augmentation number is
augm(T, (ρL)1, (ρR)1; q) = q
−3(2(q − 1)q + (q − 1)3)
= q−
3
2 (2z + z3) = q−
d
2 < (ρL)1|RmT (z)|(ρR)1 >
where z = q
1
2 − q− 12 and 3 = d = max.degz < (ρL)1|RmT (z)|(ρR)1 >.
(2). For the boundary conditions ((ρL)1, (ρR)2), have
Augm(T, (ρL)1), (ρR)2; k) = { ∈ Augm(T ; k)|L = (ρL)1 , R ∈ Om((ρR)2; k)}
= {{(xi)1≤i≤3 ∈ k3|x1 + x3 + x1x2x3 = 0, 1 + x1x2 6= 0}
= {(x1, x2) ∈ k2|1 + x1x2 6= 0} = k unionsq (k∗)2
where in the decomposition of the last equality, the subvarieties are {x1 = 0, x2 ∈ k} and
{x1 6= 0, 1 + x1x2 6= 0} respectively. Hence, by Definition 4.11 and Example 2.13, the
augmentation number is:
augm(T, (ρL)1, (ρR)2; q) = q
−2(q + (q − 1)2)
= q−1(1 + z2) = q−
d
2 < (ρL)1|RmT (z)|(ρR)2 >
where z = q
1
2 − q− 12 and 2 = d = max.degz < (ρL)1|RmT (z)|(ρR)2 >.
(3). Notice that for L = (ρL)2 , have x13 = 1 = x24 and xij = 0 otherwise. Hence, for the
boundary conditions ((ρL)2, (ρR)1), have
Augm(T, (ρL)2), (ρR)1; k) = { ∈ Augm(T ; k)|L = (ρL)2 , R ∈ Om((ρR)1; k)}
= {{(xi)1≤i≤3 ∈ k3|1 + x2x3 6= 0}
= k2 unionsq k × (k∗)2
where in the decomposition of the last equality, the subvarieties are {x2 = 0, (x1, x3) ∈ k2}
and {x2 6= 0, 1 + x2x3 6= 0, x1 ∈ k} respectively. Hence, by Definition 4.11 and Example
2.13, the augmentation number is:
augm(T, (ρL)1, (ρR)2; q) = q
−3(q2 + q(q − 1)2)
= q−1(1 + z2) = q−
d
2 < (ρL)2|RmT (z)|(ρR)1 >
where z = q
1
2 − q− 12 and 2 = d = max.degz < (ρL)2|RmT (z)|(ρR)1 >.
(4). For the boundary conditions ((ρL)2, (ρR)2), have
Augm(T, (ρL)2), (ρR)2; k) = { ∈ Augm(T ; k)|L = (ρL)2 , R ∈ Om((ρR)2; k)}
= {{(xi)1≤i≤3 ∈ k3|1 + x2x3 = 0, x2 6= 0}
= k × k∗
Hence, by Definition 4.11 and Example 2.13, the augmentation number is:
augm(T, (ρL)2, (ρR)2; q) = q
−2q(q − 1)
= q−
1
2 z = q−
d
2 < (ρL)2|RmT (z)|(ρR)2 >
where z = q
1
2 − q− 12 and 1 = d = max.degz < (ρL)2|RmT (z)|(ρR)2 >.
Altogether, the calculation matches with Theorem 4.19 in each case.
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5. Augmentations for elementary Legendrian tangles
The main goal of this section is to show Lemma 4.15. More generally, we also obtain a
finer structure of the augmentation varieties Augm(T, L, ρR; k) (see Theorem 5.10).
5.1. The identification between augmentations and A-form MCSs. Let (E, µ)
be any elementary Legendrian tangle: a single crossing q, a left cusp q, a (marked or
unmarked) right cusp q, or n parallel strands with a single base point q. Assume E has
nL left endpoints and nR right endpoints, and denote µL := µ|EL , µR := µ|ER .
Let  be any m-graded k-augmentation of A(E). Denote L := |EL , R = |ER , where
R is induced from  via ιR : A(ER)→ A(E). By Example 4.3, we can identify L and R
with some Z/m-graded filtered complexes (C(EL), dL) and (C(ER), dR) respectively. We
know dR is completely determined by dL and the information of  near q. To make this
precise, we firstly introduce the following
Definition 5.1. A handleslide is a vertical line segment Hr lying on two strands of
(T, µ), equipped with a coefficient r ∈ k, where (T, µ) is some trivial Legendrian tangle of
n parallel strands. For simplicity, we denote such a handleslide by Hr. A handleslide Hr
is m-graded if either r = 0 or its end-points belong to 2 strands having the same Maslov
potential value modulo m.
A Z/m-graded handleslideHr with coefficient r between strands j < k, is also equivalent
to an Z/m-graded filtered elementary transformation Hr : C((Hr)L)
∼−→ C((Hr)R) (closely
related to Morse complex sequences (MCSs) in [HR15]):
Hr(ei) =
{
ei i 6= j
ej − rek i = j
Now, by a direct calculation we have
Lemma 5.2. Given (E, µ) and  as above.
(1) If E is a single crossing q between strands k, k + 1. Then there’s an isomorphism
of Z/m-graded (not necessarily filtered) complexes ϕ : (C(EL), dL)
∼−→ (C(ER), dR)
given by ϕ = sk ◦Hr for r = −(q), where sk : C(EL) ∼−→ C(ER) is the Z/m-graded
elementary transformation
sk(ei) =
 ei i 6= k, k + 1ek+1 i = kek i = k + 1
and Hr : C(EL)
∼−→ C(EL) is the handleslide between strands k, k+ 1 of EL. Note:
< dLek, ek+1 >= 0 =< dRek, ek+1 >.
Pictorially, we can represent sk by the front diagram E with a crossing between
strands k, k + 1, hence ϕ is represented by the front diagram E with a handleslide
of coefficient r between strands k, k + 1 to the left of q.
(2) If E is a left cusp q connecting strands k, k + 1 of ER. Then as a Z/m-graded
complex, (C(ER), dR) is a direct sum of (C(EL), dL) and the acyclic complex
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(Span{ek, ek+1}, dRek = (−1)µR(k)ek+1), via the morphism ϕ : (C(EL), dL) ↪→
(C(ER), dR):
ϕ(ei) =
{
ei i < k
ei+2 i ≥ k
Pictorially, we can simply represent ϕ by the front diagram E.
(3) If E is a right cusp q connecting strands k, k+1 of EL. Let t be the generator cor-
responding to the base point in A(E) if q is marked, and 1 otherwise. Then there’s
an morphism of complexes ϕ : (C(EL), dL)→ (C(ER), dR) given by ϕ = ϕc◦Q◦Hr,
where Hr : (C(EL), dL)
∼−→ (C(EL), d′L) is the handleslide with coefficient r = −(q)
between strands k, k + 1 of EL, Q : (C(EL), d
′
L)→ (C(EL), d′L)/Span{ek, d′Lek} is
the natural quotient map, and ϕc : (C(EL), d
′
L)/Span{ek, d′Lek} ∼−→ (C(ER), dR) is
the isomorphism defined by
ϕc([ei]) =
{
ei i < k
ei−2 i > k + 1
Note: < dLek, ek+1 >=< d
′
Lek, ek+1 >= (−1)µL(k)(−(t)σ(q)) (see Definition 3.12
for σ(q)), this ensures that the quotient (C(EL), d
′
L)/Span{ek, d′Lek} is freely gen-
erated by [ei], i 6= k, k + 1 as a k-module.
Pictorially, we can represent ϕc ◦ Q by the front E (with coefficient (t)σ(q) at-
tached to the base point if q is marked), then ϕ is represented by the front E with
a handleslide between strands k, k + 1 of EL to the left of q.
(4) If E is a single base point q on the strand k. Let λ := (q) (resp. (q)−1) if the
orientation of the strand k is right moving (resp. left moving). Then there’s an
isomorphism of complexes ϕ : (C(EL), dL)→ (C(ER), dR) via
ϕ(ei) =
{
ei i 6= k
λek i = k
Pictorially, we can simply represent ϕ by the front E with the coefficient λ attached
to the base point.
Corollary 5.3. There’s an isomorphism H∗(C(EL), dL)
∼−→ H∗(C(ER), dR) of Z/m-graded
k-modules . In particular, if L is acyclic, then so is R. By induction, this result then
generalizes to all Legendrian tangles.
Proof. By the previous lemma, the only nontrivial case is when E is a single right cusp,
when we obtain a short exact sequence of Z/m-graded complexes 0→ Span{ek, dLek} →
(C(EL), dL) → (C(ER), dR) → 0 with the first term acyclic. Pass to the long exact
sequence of homologies, we then obtain the desired isomorphism from H∗((C(EL), dL)) to
H∗(C(ER), dR). 
Definition 5.4. Given any elementary Legendrian tangle (E, µ), a m-graded A-form MCS
for E is a triple ((C(EL), dL), ϕ, (C(ER), dR)), where (C(EL), dL), (C(ER), dR) are Z/m-
graded filtered complexes, ϕ : (C(EL), dL) → (C(ER), dR) is a Z/m-graded morphism of
complexes (or equivalently, the diagram ϕ), such that they satisfy the conditions in each
case of Lemma 5.2. In particular, (C(ER), dR) is determined by (C(EL), dL) and ϕ.
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Remark 5.5. With the definition above, Lemma 5.2 then shows that, there’s an identi-
fication between the augmentation variety Augm(E; k) and the set of m-graded A-form
MCSs MCSAm(E; k) for E, for any elementary Legendrian tangle (E, µ).
For any Legendrian tangle (T, µ), by cutting T into elementary Legendrian tangles,
one can define a m-graded A-form MCS for T as a “composition” of m-graded A-form
MCSs for the elementary parts of T . We can similarly define the set MCSAm(T ; k) of
all m-graded A-form MCSs for T . The lemma then shows by induction that, there’s an
identification Augm(T ; k)
∼= MCSAm(T ; k).
5.2. Handleslide moves. There’re some identities involving the elementary transfor-
mations (represented by handleslides Hr or crossings sk as in Lemma 5.2) between Z/m-
graded complexes. They can be represented by the local moves (or handleslide moves) of
diagrams as in Figure 5.1: Each diagram represents a composition of elementary transfor-
mations with the maps going from left to right, and each local move represents an identity
between 2 different compositions.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.1. Local moves of handleslides in a Legendrian tangle T = iden-
tities between different compositions of elementary transformations. The
moves shown do not illustrate all the possibilities.
More precisely, the possible local moves in a Legendrian tangle (T, µ) are as follows (see
also [HR15, Section.6]):
Type 0: (Introduce or remove a trivial handleslide) Introduce or remove a handleslide with
coefficient 0 and endpoints on two strands with the same Maslov potential value
modulo m.
Type 1: (Slide a handleslide past a crossing) Suppose T contains one single crossing be-
tween strands k and k + 1, and exactly one handleslide h between strands i < j,
with (i, j) 6= (k, k+ 1). We may slide h (either left or right) past the crossing such
that the endpoints of h remain on the same strands of T . See Figure 5.1 (c),(f)
for two such examples.
Type 2: (Interchange the positions of two handleslides) If T contains exactly two han-
dleslides h1, h2 between strands i1 < j1, and i2 < j2, with coefficients r1, r2
respectively. If j1 6= i2 and i1 6= j2, we may interchange the positions of the han-
dleslides, see Figure 5.1 (b) for an example; If j1 = i2 (resp. i1 = j2) and h1 is
to the left of h2, we may interchange the positions of h1, h2, and introduce a new
handleslide between strands i1, j2 (resp. i2, j1), with coefficient −r1r2 (resp. r1r2),
see Figure (d) (resp. (e)).
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Type 3: (Merge two handleslides) Suppose T contains exactly two handleslides h1, h2 be-
tween the same two strands, with coefficients r1, r2, respectively. We may merge
the two handleslides into one between the same two strands, with coefficient r1+r2,
see Figure 5.1 (a).
Type 4: (Introduce two canceling handleslides) Suppose T contains no crossings, cusps
or handleslides. We may introduce two new handleslides between the same two
strands, with coefficients r,−r, where r ∈ k.
Suppose T contains no crossings or cusps, recall that as usual the strands of T are
labeled from top to bottom as 1, 2, . . . , s. Given a handleslide h in T , denote by th < bh
the top and bottom strands of h.
Definition 5.6. Given 2 handleslides h, h′ in T , we say h < h′ if either th > th′ or th = th′
and bh < bh′ .
A collection of handleslides V in T is called properly ordered if given any 2 handleslides
h, h′ in V , with h to the left of h′, then h < h′.
Given a collection of handleslides V in T , define V t to be the collection obtained from
reversing the ordering of the x-coordinates of the handleslides in V .
Assume V is a collection of handleslides in T such that either V or V t is properly
ordered. There’re 2 additional types of moves involving V , as a composition of Type 0, 2
and 3 moves:
Type 5: (Incorporate a handleslide h into a collection V ) Suppose h is a handleslide in T
immediately to the right of V , with coefficient r. We move h into V via Type
0, 2 and 3 moves to create a new collection V , so that V has the same ordering
property as V :
If necessary, use a Type 0 move to introduce a trivial handleslide in V with end-
points on the same strands as h, such that V has the same ordering property as
before. In this way, V contains a unique handleslide h′ with endpoints on the
same strands as h and say, with coefficient r′ (r′ may be 0); Label the handleslides
between h and h′ from right to left by h1, h2, . . . , hn. For each 1 ≤ j ≤ n, move
h past hj via a Type 2 move, which possibly creates a new handleslide h
′
j (See
Figure 5.1 (d) and (e)); Merge h′j with the existing handleslides in V with the same
endpoints as h′j via Type 2 moves and one Type 3 move. The ordering property of
V ensures this does not introduce any new handleslides; After the above moves, h
and h′ are next to each other, use a Type 3 move to merge h and h′. The resulting
handleslide has coefficient r + r′.
When h is immediately to the left of V , a similar procedure can be used to
incorporate the handleslide h into V such that the resulting collection V has the
same ordering property as V .
Type 6: (Remove a handleslide h from a collection V ) Suppose h is a handleslide with
coefficient r in V . Use Type 2 moves, we can remove h from V with coefficient un-
changed, so that it appears either to the left or right of the remaining handleslides
(with possibly new handleslides, see Figure 5.1 (d), (e)), denoted by V ; Use Type
2 and Type 3 moves to reorder and merge handleslides in V so that V has the
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same ordering property as V . The ordering property of V ensures this can be done
without introducing any new handleslides.
5.3. Augmentation varieties for elementary Legendrian tangles. Now, we’re able
to prove Lemma 4.15.
Proof of Lemma 4.15. The result is trivial if E is a left cusp, a marked right cusp or 2n par-
allel strands with a single base point. Also , if E is a single crossing q and |q| 6= 0(modm),
then by definition, χ(ρ) = r(ρ) = B = 0 and Augρm(E, L; k) = {(L, (q))|(q) = 0} is
a single point, the result follows. Now, assume E is a single crossing q between strands
k, k + 1 of EL and |q| = 0(modm). Since B = 0 and −χ(ρ) = s(ρ)− cR = s(ρ), we need
to show: Augρm(E, L; k)
∼= (k∗)s(ρ) × kr(ρ).
Let (C(EL), dL) be the complex corresponding to L, under the identification in Remark
5.5, we have
(5.3.1) Augρm(E, L; k) = {r ∈ k|(C(ER), dR) := sk ◦Hr((C(EL), dL)) ∈ Om(ρR; k)}
Here r = −(q) corresponds to  ∈ Augρm(E, L; k) and Hr is the handleslide (which
represents an elementary transformation) with coefficient r between strands k, k+1 of EL.
Use the identification (5.3.1) above, given any r in Augρm(E, L; k), denote (C(ER), dR) :=
sk ◦Hr((C(EL), dL)). For simplicity, we simply write dR = (sk ◦Hr) · dL.
Firstly, we show the lemma in the case when L is a standard augmentation, or equiv-
alently the complex (C(EL), dL) is standard (See Remark 4.8 for the definition).
Notice that ρL(k) 6= k + 1. Let A = {k, k + 1, ρL(k), ρL(k + 1)}, α = minA, β =
min(A \ {α, ρL(α)}). Let a =< dLeα, eρL(α) >, b =< dLeβ, eρL(β) >. Notice that both a
and b are nonzero, as (C(EL), dL) is standard with respect to ρL (see Remark 4.8). Given
any r in Augρm(E, L; k), we divide the discussion into several cases:
(1) ρL(k) < k < k + 1 < ρL(k + 1). If r = 0, then dR is standard and q is a m-graded
departure of ρ.
If r 6= 0, then H ·dR is standard for some composition of m-graded handleslides H
(See Figure 5.2 (S1)). Notice that any m-graded handleslide represents a m-graded
filtration preserving automorphism of a m-graded filtered complex, which doesn’t
change the isomorphism class, hence the m-graded normal ruling determined by
the complex. It follows that H · dR and dR determines the same m-graded normal
ruling of ER. Hence, q is a (S1) switch of ρ (See Figure 5.2 (S1)).
(2) (a) ρL(k + 1) < ρL(k) < k < k + 1 or
(b) k < k + 1 < ρL(k + 1) < ρL(k).
If r = 0, then dR is standard (with respect to ρR), and q is a m-graded departure
of ρ.
If r 6= 0, then H · dR is standard for H = some composition of handleslides (See
Figure 5.2 (S2) (resp. (S3))). And it follows that q is a (S2) (resp. (S3)) switch
in the case (2a) (resp. (2b)).
(3) ρ0(k + 1) < k < k + 1 < ρ0(k). Then dR is standard and q is a m-graded (R1)
return (See Figure 5.2 (R1)).
(4) (a) ρ0(k) < k < k + 1 < ρ0(k + 1) or
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(b) k < k + 1 < ρ0(k) < ρ0(k + 1).
Then dR is standard and q is a m-graded (R2) (resp. (R3)) return in the case
(4a) (resp. (4b)) (See Figure 5.2 (R2) (resp. (R3))).
(S1) (S2) (S3)
(R1) (R2) (R3)
Figure 5.2. The handleslide moves which preserve standard complexes:
the crossing is a switch on the top row and a m-graded return on the bottom
row respectively, of the normal ruling determined by the complexes on the 2
ends. The dashed arrows correspond to the nonzero coefficients < dei, ej >
of the complexes associated to the 2 ends.
As a consequence, via the identification (5.3.1) we obtain that
Augρm(E, L; k) =
 {r|r = 0} If q is a m-graded departure of ρ;{r|r 6= 0} If q is a switch of ρ;{r|r ∈ k} If q is a m-graded return of ρ.
If follows that Augρm(E, L; k)
∼= (k∗)s(ρ) × kr(ρ), as desired.
In the general case, by Remark 4.8, there exists an unipotent automorphism ϕ0 of C(EL)
such that d0 := ϕ
−1
0 · dL is standard. We can represent ϕ0 by a collection of handleslides
V which is properly ordered. Hence, dR = (sk ◦ Hr ◦ V ) · d0. Pictorially, the morphism
sk ◦Hr ◦ V is represented by the Legendrian tangle front E, with a handleslide Hr to the
left of q and a collection of handleslides V to the left of Hr. Let h
′ be the handleslide
between strands k, k+1 in V , with coefficient r′, where r′ = r′(ϕ0) is a constant depending
on ϕ0.
Use a type 5 move to incorporate Hr into V , to obtain a collection of handleslides V1.
The handleslide h1 between strands k, k+1 in V1 has coefficient r+r
′. Use a Type 6 move
to remove h1 from V1 so that it appears to the left of the remaining handleslides, denoted
by V2. Now, V2 contains no handleslides between strands k, k+1. Hence, we can use Type
2 moves to slide V2 past the crossing q to obtain a collection of handleslides V3 to the
right of q. The meaning of the procedure is that sk ◦Hr ◦V = V3 ◦sk ◦h1 as a Z/m-graded
isomorphism from C(EL) to C(ER). Hence, dR = (sk ◦Hr ◦ V ) · d0 = (V3 ◦ sk ◦ h1) · d0,
which is isomorphic to (sk ◦ h1) · d0, where h1 = Hr+r′ is the handleslide between strands
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k, k + 1 of EL. It follows that
Augρm(E, L; k) = {r ∈ k|(sk ◦Hr+r′) · d0 ∈ Om(ρR; k)}.
Now, d0 is standard, we have reduced the problem to the previous case. More precisely,
we have
Augρm(E, L; k) =
 {r|r + r
′ = 0} If q is a m-graded departure of ρ;
{r|r + r′ 6= 0} If q is a switch of ρ;
{r|r + r′ ∈ k} If q is a m-graded return of ρ.
(5.3.2)
and the desired result follows.

In Remark 4.8, it turns out that there’s canonical choice of the unipotent automorphism
ϕ0:
Lemma 5.7. Let (T, µ) be a trivial Legendrian tangle of n parallel strands, and ρ be
any m-graded isomorphism type (Definition 4.6) of (T, µ). Equivalently, given the iso-
morphism class Om(ρ; k) = Aut(C) · dρ of Z/m-graded filtered complexes (C = C(T ), d)
over k, determined by the Barannikov normal form dρ. There’s a canonical algebraic map
ϕ0 : Om(ρ; k) → Aut(C) such that, ϕ0(d) is unipotent and ϕ0(d)−1 · d is standard for all
d ∈ Om(ρ; k). Equivalently, the principal bundle Aut(C)→ Om(ρ; k) = Aut(C) · dρ has a
canonical section ϕ.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 4.5, let I = I(T ) = {1, 2, . . . , n} be the set of left
endpoints of T . Then ρ determines a partition I = U unionsqLunionsqH and a bijection ρ : U ∼−→ L,
where U ,L and H are the sets of upper,lower and homological indices in I determined by
the isomorphism class Om(ρ; k).
As in Definition 4.23, define the subsets I(i), i ∈ I and A(i), i ∈ U unionsqH of I. Clearly,
for each j ∈ A(i) have A(j) ( A(i).
Claim: Given any d in Om(ρ; k) and any upper or homological index i in U unionsqH, there
exists a unique i-admissible element in C of the form e′i = ei +
∑
j∈A(i) ajej, such that
de′i is ρ(i)-admissible. When ρ(i) = ∞, de′i is ∞-admissible means de′i = 0. Moreover,
e′i = e
′
i(d) depends on d algebraically.
Proof of Claim: We firstly show the existence. By the proof of Lemma 4.5, we know:
ρ(i) = max{ρd(x)|x is i-admissible.} for any i ∈ UunionsqH. Hence, we can take an i-admissible
element of the form x = ei+
∑
j∈I(i) ajej, such that ρd(x) = ρ(i), i.e. dx is ρ(i)-admissible.
If aj = 0 for all j ∈ I(i) \ A(i), then e′i = x is the desired element. Otherwise, for
x0 = x above, define j = j(x0) := min{j|j ∈ I(i) \ A(i) and aj =< x0, ej >6= 0.}. Then
by definition of A(i), either j ∈ LunionsqH or j ∈ U and ρ(j) > ρ(i). If j ∈ LunionsqH, then there
exists an j-admissible element of the form yj = ej +
∑
l>j ∗lel such that dyj = 0. It follows
that x1 = x0 − ajyj is i-admissible and dx1 is still ρ(i)-admissible, but j(x1) > j = j(x0).
Here, we define min∅ := ∞. If j ∈ U and ρ(j) > ρ(i), then there exists a j-admissible
element of the form yj = ej +
∑
l>j ∗lel such that dyj is ρ(j)-admissible. It follows again
that x1 = x0 − ajyj is i-admissible and dx1 is still ρ(i)-admissible, but j(x1) > j(x0).
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If j(x1) = ∞, then e′i = x1 is the desired element in the Claim. Otherwise, replace
x0 by x1 and repeat the procedure above. Inductively, for some sufficiently large N , we
obtain in the end an i-admissible element of the form xN = ei +
∑
j∈I(i) ajej such that
dxN is ρ(i)-admissible and j(xN) =∞. Now, e′i = xN fulfils the Claim.
uniqueness. We show the uniqueness by induction on |A(i)|. If A(i) = ∅, then e′i = ei,
which is clearly unique. For the inductive procedure, assume the uniqueness holds when
|A(i)| < k, and consider the case when |A(i)| = k. Let e′i = ei +
∑
j∈A(i) ajej be any
element satisfying the Claim. Since A(j) ( A(i) for all j ∈ A(i), by induction we can
rewrite e′i = ei +
∑
j∈A(i) bje
′
j, where e
′
j is uniquely determined by d for all j ∈ A(i). We
want to show the uniqueness of bj’s.
Assume A(i) = {i1 < i2 < . . . < ik} and ρ(A(i)) = {j1 < j2 < . . . < jk} ⊂ L. By
definition of A(i), we know ρ(il) < ρ(i) for all 1 ≤ l ≤ k. By the conditions of the Claim,
de′i is ρ(i)-admissible, hence < de
′
i, eρ(il) >= 0 for all 1 ≤ l ≤ k. That is, the following
system of linear equations for bj’s holds:
(< eρ(ip), de
′
iq >)p,q(bq)q = (− < eρ(ip), dei >)p
Notice that the coefficient matrix (< eρ(ip), de
′
iq >) is similar to (< ejp , de
′
ρ−1(jq) >).
And by definition, de′ρ−1(jq) is jq-admissible, hence < ejp , de
′
ρ−1(jq) >= 0 if p < q and
< ejq , de
′
ρ−1(jq) >6= 0. That is, the square matrix (< ejp , de′ρ−1(jq) >) is lower triangular
and invertible, hence (< eρ(ip), de
′
iq >) is also invertible. It follows that
(bq)q = (< eρ(ip), de
′
iq >)
−1
p,q(− < eρ(ip), dei >)p
where by induction e′iq ’s are uniquely determined by d, hence so is the right hand side.
The uniqueness in the Claim then follows. The previous equation also shows by induction
that e′i = e
′
i(d) depends algebraically on d. 
On the other hand, for each j ∈ L, so j = ρ(i) for some i ∈ U . By the Claim, de′i = cje′j
for some cj 6= 0 and some j-admissible element of the form e′j = ej +
∑
l>j ∗lel. The claim
shows that both cj and e
′
j are also uniquely determined and depend on d algebraically.
Now, define an unipotent isomorphism ϕ0(d) of C by ϕ0(d)(ei) = e
′
i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
It follows that ϕ0 : Om(ρ; k)→ Aut(C) defines a canonical algebraic map. Moreover, for
any d ∈ Om(ρ; k) and any i ∈ U , have
(ϕ0(d)
−1 · d)ei = ϕ0(d)−1 ◦ d ◦ ϕ0(d)(ei) = ϕ0(d)−1 ◦ d(e′i)
= cρ(i)ϕ0(d)
−1(e′ρ(i)) = cρ(i)eρ(i).
Similarly, (ϕ0(d)
−1 · d)ei = 0 for i ∈ H unionsq L. So ϕ0(d)−1 · d is standard.
Finally, for the canonical section of Aut(C)→ Om(ρ; k), we simply take ϕ(d) := D(d)◦
ϕ0(d), where D(d)(e
′
i) = e
′
i for i ∈ U unionsqH and D(d)(e′j) = cje′j for j ∈ L. 
Corollary 5.8. Let (T, µ) be a trivial Legendrian tangle of n parallel strands, and ρ be
any m-graded isomorphism type of (T, µ). Then
Om(ρ; k) ∼= (k∗)|L| × kA(ρ)
where A(ρ) is defined as in Definition 4.23.
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Proof. By the previous lemma, there’s an identification between d ∈ Om(ρ; k) and ϕ(d),
where ϕ is the canonical section of Aut(C(T )) → Om(ρ; k) = Aut(C(T )) · dρ. But, use
the notations in the proof of Lemma 5.7 (see also Definition 4.23), the general form of
ϕ(d) is ϕ(d) = D(d) ◦ ϕ0(d), where ϕ0(d)(ei) = e′i = ei +
∑
j∈A(i) ∗ijej for i ∈ U unionsq H
and ϕ0(ei) = ei +
∑
j∈I(i) ∗ijej for i ∈ L. Moreover, D(d)(e′i) = e′i for i ∈ U unionsq H, and
D(d)(e′i) = cie
′
i for i ∈ L and some ci ∈ k∗. It follows that
Om(ρ; k) ∼= {(∗ij, i ∈ U unionsqH, j ∈ A(i), or i ∈ L, j ∈ I(i), ci, i ∈ L)|ci 6= 0}
∼= (k∗)|L| × kA(ρ)
by Definition 4.23. 
The previous lemma allows us to show a stronger result than Lemma 4.15:
Lemma 5.9. Let (E, µ) be an elementary Legendrian tangle: a single crossing q, a left
cusp q, a marked right cusp q or 2n parallel strands with a single base point ∗. Let ρ be
a m-graded normal ruling of E, denote ρL := ρ|EL , ρR := ρ|ER5. Then the natural map
P : Augm(E, ρL, ρR; k)→ Om(ρL; k) given by → L = |EL is algebraically a trivial fiber
bundle with fibers isomorphic to (k∗)−χ(ρ)+B×kr(ρ), where B is the number of base points,
χ(ρ) = cR − s(ρ) (see Definition 2.4).
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 4.15, the only nontrivial case is when E contains a single
crossing q and |q| = 0(modm). In the proof of Lemma 4.15 for the general case (i.e. for
a general augmentation L ∈ Om(ρL; k) or the corresponding differential dL for C(EL)),
the unipotent automorphism ϕ0 can be taken to be canonical: ϕ0 := ϕ0(L), by lemma
5.7 above. Hence, the constant r′ = r′(l) in Equation (5.3.2) depends algebraically on
L. Use the identification in Remark 5.5, it follows that
Augm(E, ρL, ρR) =
 {(L, r)|L ∈ Om(ρL), r + r
′(L) = 0} q is a departure;
{(L, r)|L ∈ Om(ρL), r + r′(L) 6= 0} q is a switch;
{(L, r)|L ∈ Om(ρL)} q is a return.
with the natural map P given by (L, r)→ L. Here we have ignored the coefficient field
k. Therefore, we obtain an isomorphism
P ×R : Augm(E, ρL, ρR; k) ∼−→ Om(ρL; k)× ((k∗)−χ(ρ)+B × kr(ρ))
where R(L, r) = r + r
′(L). The result then follows. 
As a consequence, we obtain
Theorem 5.10. Let (T, µ) be any Legendrian tangle, with B base points placed on T so
that each right cusp is marked. Fix m-graded normal rulings ρL, ρR of TL, TR respectively.
Fix L ∈ Om(ρL; k). Then there’s a decomposition of augmentation varieties into disjoint
union of subvarieties
Augm(T, L, ρR; k) = unionsqρAugρm(T, L, ρR; k)
5Notice that ρ is uniquely determined by ρL, ρR.
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(See Definition 4.13), where ρ runs over all m-graded normal rulings of T such that
ρ|TL = ρL, ρ|TR = ρR. Moreover,
Augρm(T, L, ρR; k)
∼= (k∗)−χ(ρ)+B × kr(ρ).(5.3.3)
Proof. Use the notations in Definition 4.13, T = E1◦ . . .◦En is a composition of n elemen-
tary tangles, and the canonical projection Pn : Aug
ρ
m(Tn, L; k) → Aug
ρ|Tn−1
m (Tn−1, L; k)
is a base change of the projection Augm(En, ρn−1, ρn; k) → Om(ρn−1; k). The latter, by
the previous lemma, is a trivial fiber bundle with fibers isomorphic to (k∗)−χ(ρ|En )+B(EN )×
kr(ρ|En ). Hence, so is the projection Pn and
Augρm(Tn, L; k)
∼= Augρ|Tn−1m (Tn−1, L; k)× (k∗)−χ(ρ|En )+B(En) × kr(ρ|En )
By induction, the desired result then follows from Lemma 4.15. 
Remark 5.11. We’ve defined varieties Augρm(T, ρL, ρR; k) = Aug
ρ
m(T, ρL; k) in Definition
4.13. Use Lemma 5.9, a similar argument as in the proof above also shows that
Augm(T, ρL, ρR; k) = unionsqρAugρm(T, ρL, ρR; k)(5.3.4)
with
Augρm(T, ρL, ρR; k)
∼= Om(ρL; k)× (k∗)−χ(ρ)+B × kr(ρ)(5.3.5)
∼= (k∗)−χ(ρ)+B+n′L × kr(ρ)+A(ρL)
where nL = 2n
′
L is the number of left endpoints of T .
6. Ruling polynomials compute augmentation numbers: a generalization
So far we have established the “Ruling polynomials compute augmentation numbers”
result for acyclic augmentations (Remark 4.14). For the purpose of studying Legendrian
knots in J1R, that is all we need. However, by the decomposition in Equation (4.1.4),
we see that in general the full augmentation variety Augm(T ; k) contains also non-acyclic
augmentations. It’s natural to expect these additional augmentations are counted appro-
priately by some generalized Ruling polynomials for T . This is indeed the case, and the
arguments we have for acyclic augmentations suggest what might be the right way to
generalize the picture.
6.1. Generalized normal rulings and Ruling polynomials. Let (T, µ) be any Leg-
endrian tangle in J1U with nL left endpoints and nR right endpoints. Notice that
nL + 2cL = nR + 2cR, so nL, nR have the same parity. Take any m-graded isomorphism
type ρL for TL, as in Definition 4.6, it determines a partition I(TL) = U unionsq L unionsq H. H
determines an isomorphism class H∗ := [H] of Z/m-graded k-modules, represented by the
module Spank{ei, i ∈ H||ei| = µ(i)(modm)}. We will say ρL is of homology type H∗.
Fix a homology type H∗, say k := dimkH∗, and ki := dimkHi = (H∗)i is the dimension
of the degree i part of H∗, for i = 0, . . . ,m − 1(modm). H∗ can also be identified with
the collection (k0, . . . , km−1) of natural numbers. Define a Legendrian tangle Tˆ by adding
k parallel strands T (H∗) = unionsqiT (Hi) = {1, 2, . . . , k}, above the front T in the front plane
U × Rz, labeled from top to bottom. We may assume that T (Hi) lies above T (Hi+1) for
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i = 0, . . . ,m− 2(modm). Extend µ to a Z/2r-valued Maslov potential µ on Tˆ so that µ
takes the same value and µ = i + 1(modm) on the strands T (Hi). We will fix such a µ.
Now, the numbers of left and right endpoints of Tˆ are even.
Definition 6.1. A m-graded normal ruling of homology type H∗ for (T, µ) is a m-graded
normal ruling ρˆ of (Tˆ , µ) such that when restricted to TL, ρˆ descends to a m-graded
isomorphism type of homology type H∗ for (TL, µ). In other words, ρˆL determines a
partition I(TˆL) = Uˆ unionsq Lˆ and a bijection ρˆL : Uˆ ∼−→ Lˆ, hence descends to a m-graded
isomorphism type ρL := ρˆ|TL given by I(TL) = UunionsqLunionsqH with U := Uˆ∩I(TL), L := ρˆL(U),
H = ρˆL(T (H∗)), and ρL := ρˆL|U ∼−→ L.
Similarly, for any generic x-coordinate in U , denote by ρˆ|Ta the m-graded isomorphism
type of Ta = T |{x=a} obtained by restricting ρˆ to Ta. Then by definition, it’s clear that
the homology type of ρˆ|Ta is independent of a.
Definition 6.2. Given any Legendrian tangle (T, µ) and homology type H∗, so (Tˆ , µ) is
defined. Given any m-graded normal rulings ρˆL, ρˆR of homology type H∗ for TL, TR re-
spectively, the m-graded Ruling polynomial (with boundary conditions (ρˆL, ρˆR)) for (T, µ)
is
< ρˆL|RmT (z)|ρˆR >:=< ρˆL|RmTˆ (z)|ρˆR >
where the right hand side is the usual Ruling polynomial for Tˆ as in Definition 2.7. When
ρˆL, ρˆR are of different homology types, then we simply define < ρˆL|RmT (z)|ρˆR >:= 0.
This is compatible with the fact that < ρˆL|RmTˆ (z)|ρˆR >= 0 if ρˆL|TL , ρˆR|TR are of different
homology types.
By definition, it follows immediately from Theorem 2.10 that
Corollary 6.3. The Ruling polynomials < ρˆL|RmT (z)|ρˆR > are Legendrian isotopy invari-
ants for (T, µ). Moreover, if T = T1 ◦ T2 is a composition of 2 Legendrian tangles, then
the composition axiom for < ρˆL|RmT (z)|ρˆR > holds:
< ρˆL|RmT (z)|ρˆR >=
∑
ρˆI
< ρˆL|RmT (z)|ρˆI >< ρˆI |RmT (z)|ρˆR >
where ρˆI runs over all m-graded normal rulings of (T1)R = (T2)L of any homology types.
6.2. Augmentation numbers for augmentations of given homology type. Let
(T, µ) be any Legendrian tangle, with base points ∗1, . . . , ∗B so that each connected com-
ponent containing a right cusp has at least one base point. As usual, fix an nonnegative
integer m dividing 2r. Recall that in Definition 4.10, we have introduced augmentation
varieties Augm(T, L, ρR; k) (resp. Augm(T, ρL, ρR; k)) with boundary conditions, where
ρL, ρR are m-graded isomorphism types of TL, TR respectively, and L ∈ Om(ρL; k).
Use the identification in Lemma 4.15, if follows from Corollary 5.3 that, if ρL, ρR are
of different homology type, then Augm(T, ρL, ρR; k) = ∅, hence so is Augm(T, L, ρR; k).
From now on, we assume ρL, ρR are of the same fixed homology type H∗. Define (Tˆ , µ) as
in Section 6.1 above and fix any m-graded normal ruling ρˆL of homology type H∗ for (T, µ)
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so that ρˆ|TL = ρL. Take any m-graded augmentation ˆL ∈ Om(ρˆL; k) that restricts to L,
where the restriction map is induced by the natural inclusion of DGAs A(TL) ↪→ A(TˆL).
In fact, there’s a canonical choice for ˆL: Denote by dL the differential for C(TL)
corresponding to L, under the identification in Example 4.3. By Lemma 5.7, there’s a
canonical automorphism ϕ = ϕ(dL) of C(TL) so that ϕ(dL)
−1 ·dL = dρL is the Barannikov
normal form. Denote the isomorphism type determined by ρL by I(TL) = UL unionsq LL unionsqHL
and ρL : UL
∼−→ LL (see Definition 4.6). Assume ϕ(ei) = e′i for i ∈ I(TL), then dLe′i = e′ρL(i)
for all i ∈ UL and dLe′i = 0 for i ∈ HL. We then take the differential dˆL for C(TˆL) =
C(TL)⊕ C(T (H∗)) given by dˆL|C(TL) = dL, and dˆL(ei) = e′ρˆL(i) for i ∈ T (H∗). And define
ˆL to be the augmentation corresponding to dˆL.
So, from now on, we will always assume the augmentation ˆL is the canonical one that
restricts to L. The map L → ˆL thus defines a canonical embedding Om(ρL; k) ↪→
Om(ρˆL; k). Denote by Oˆm(ρL; k) the image of Om(ρL; k). By definition of Tˆ , we have a
push-out diagram of Z/2r-graded DGAs
A(TL) //

A(TˆL)

A(T ) // A(Tˆ )
Pass to augmentation varieties, we then obtain an identification between the augmentation
varieties Augm(T, L, ρR; k) and
Augm(T, ˆL, ρR; k) := {ˆ ∈ Augm(Tˆ ; k)|ˆ|TˆL = ˆL, ˆ|TR ∈ Om(ρR; k)}
Similarly, we obtain an identification between Augm(T, ρL, ρR; k) and
Augm(T, ρˆL, ρR; k) := {ˆ ∈ Augm(Tˆ ; k)|ˆ|TˆL ∈ Oˆm(ρL; k), ˆ|TR ∈ Om(ρR; k)}
Under this identification, we obtain a decomposition of the augmentation varieties into
subvarieties
Augm(T, L, ρR; k) = unionsqρˆRAugm(T, ˆL, ρˆR; k)(6.2.1)
Augm(T, ρL, ρR; k) = unionsqρˆRAugm(T, ρˆL, ρˆR; k)
where ρˆR runs over all m-graded normal rulings of homology type H∗ of T that descends
to ρR, and
Augm(T, ˆL, ρˆR; k) := {ˆ ∈ Augm(Tˆ ; k)|ˆ|TˆL = ˆL, ˆ|TˆR ∈ Om(ρˆR; k)}
Augm(T, ρˆL, ρˆR; k) := {ˆ ∈ Augm(Tˆ ; k)|ˆ|TˆL ∈ Oˆm(ρL; k), ˆ|TˆR ∈ Om(ρˆR; k)}
Note: Augm(T, ˆL, ρˆR; k) = Augm(Tˆ , ˆL, ρˆR; k), where the latter is as in Definition 4.10.
Inspired by the decomposition (6.2.1), we introduce
Definition 6.4. Given (T, µ) as usual, let ρˆL, ρˆR be any m-graded normal rulings of
TL, TR respectively of the same homology type H∗, so Tˆ is defined. Then, the m-graded
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augmentation number with boundary conditions (ρˆL, ρˆR) for (T, µ) is
augm(T, ρˆL, ρˆR; q) := augm(Tˆ , ρˆL, ρˆR; q) = q
−dimAugm(T,ˆL,ρˆR;k)|Augm(T, ˆL, ρˆR;Fq)|
By Corollary 4.18, augm(T, ρˆL, ρˆR; q)’s are Legendrian isotopy invariants for (T, µ).
Moreover, by Theorem 4.19, we immediately obtain the following
Corollary 6.5. Given Legendrian tangle (T, µ) with B base points so that each connected
component containing a right cusp has at least one base point, let ρˆL, ρˆR be any m-graded
normal rulings of any homology type H∗ for TL, TR respectively. Then
augm(T, ρˆL, ρˆR; q) = q
− d+B
2 z−B < ρˆL|RmT (z)|ρˆR >
Also, given any m-graded isomorphism types ρL, ρR of any homology type H∗ of TL, TR
respectively, and L ∈ Om(ρ; k), Theorem 5.10, together with the decomposition (6.2.1),
immediately induces a structure theorem for Augm(T, L, ρR; k). Similarly as in Remark
5.11, there’s also a structure theorem for Augm(T, ρL, ρR; k). That is,
Augm(T, L, ρR; k) = unionsqρˆAugρˆm(T, ˆL; k)(6.2.2)
Augm(T, ρL, ρR; k) = unionsqρˆAugρˆm(T, ρˆL; k)
where ρˆ runs over all m-graded normal rulings of homology type H∗ for (T, µ) such that
ρˆ|TˆL = ρˆL, ρˆ|TR = ρR, and
Augρˆm(T, ˆL; k) := Aug
ρˆ
m(Tˆ , ˆL; k)
Augρˆm(T, ρˆL; k) := {ˆ ∈ Augρˆm(Tˆ , ρˆL; k)|ˆ|TˆL ∈ Oˆm(ρL; k)}
where we have used Definition 4.13 for the right hand sides. Notice that ρˆL is fixed.
Moreover, have
Augρˆm(Tˆ , ˆL; k)
∼= (k∗)−χ(ρˆ)+B × kr(ρˆ)(6.2.3)
Augρˆm(Tˆ , ρˆL; k)
∼= Om(ρL; k)× (k∗)−χ(ρˆ)+B × kr(ρˆ).
6.3. An alternative generalization. There’s an alternative generalization of the “Rul-
ing polynomials compute augmentation numbers” result. Given a Legendrian tangle
(T, µ) in J1U with U = (xL, xR) with generic front, and given m-graded isomorphism
types ρL, ρR of TL, TR respectively, we can instead define the augmentation number
augm(T, ρL, ρR; q) as in Definition 4.11. It turns out, this will also be a Legendrian isotopy
invariant. This motivates us to give the alternative generalization of normal rulings and
Ruling polynomials for (T, µ).
Notice that Definition 2.3 can be reformulated in terms of the language used in [HR15,
Def.2.1]. That is, a m-graded normal ruling ρ of (T, µ) is a family of fixed-point free
involutions ρx of the strands of T over the generic x-coordinates xL ≤ x ≤ xR such that:
(1) Label the strands of Tx = T |{x} from top to bottom by 1, 2, . . . , sx over each
generic x. Then ρx : I(Tx) = {1, 2, . . . , sx} ∼−→ I(Tx) pairs the strands, with
µ( upper-strand)−µ( lower-strand) = 1(modm) for each pair. Equivalently, ρx can
be identified with a m-graded isomorphism type (Definition 4.6) for Tx: I(Tx) =
Ux unionsq Lx unionsqHx with Hx = ∅, and ρx : Ux ∼−→ Lx.
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Recall that the endpoints or strands in Ux, Lx and Hx are called upper, lower and
homological respectively.
(2) As x goes from left to right, ρx remains unchanged, except when we pass a cusp
or a crossing: near a cusp, the only change is, the 2 strands connected to the cusp
are paired with each other; near a crossing, the change of ρx is indicated as in
Figure 2.1.
Using this language, we generalize the definition to also allow involutions with fixed-
points:
Definition 6.6. [LR12, Def.2.4] A m-graded generalized normal ruling ρ of (T, µ) is a
family ofm-graded isomorphism types ρx for the strands Tx of T over generic x-coordinates
x, such that: As x goes from left to right, ρx remains unchanged except when we pass a
cusp or a crossing. Near a cusp, the only change is, the 2 strands connected to the cusp
are paired with each other (so the upper (resp. lower) strand is upper (resp. lower)).
Near a crossing q between strands k, k + 1, we require
either: the over and under strand of q are both homological, both before and after q. In
that case, we say q is homological ;
or: No matter before or after q, at most one of the two strands near q is homological, and
we require that: For each generic x, so ρx determines a partition I(Tx) = Ux unionsq Lx unionsqHx.
For each i ∈ Hx, denote ρx(i) :=∞, and pretend that the strand i is paired with a fixed
strand at z = −∞. Then the behavior of the pairing of strands near x is shown as in
Figure 2.1 (Now, the figures may also contain a strand at z = −∞). In this case, define
the switches, returns and departures of ρ as usual.
Note: When T is a trivial Legendrian tangle, a m-graded generalized normal ruling is the
same as a m-graded isomorphism type. Moreover, now the crossings of degree 0 modulo
m are divided into 4 types: m-graded homological crossings, switches, m-graded returns
and m-graded departures.
Definition 6.7. Given a m-graded generalized normal ruling ρ for (T, µ), we define
s(ρ), r(ρ), d(ρ) as in Definition 2.4. Let h(ρ) (resp. r′(ρ)) to be the number of m-graded
homological crossings (resp. m-graded returns) of q. Define the Euler characteristic of ρ
to be:
χ(ρ) := cR − s(ρ)− h(ρ)(6.3.1)
where cR is the number of right cusps in T . Moreover, given any m-graded generalized
normal rulings ρL, ρR for TL, TR respectively, the m-graded generalized Ruling polynomial
(with boundary conditions (ρL, ρR)) for (T, µ) is:
< ρL|R˜mT (z)|ρR >:=
∑
ρ
z−χ(ρ)(
q
q − 1)
h(ρ)(6.3.2)
where ρ runs over all m-graded generalized normal rulings of T such that ρ|TL = ρL, ρ|TR =
ρR, and z = q
1
2 − q− 12 .
Note: When ρ is a m-graded normal ruling, then h(ρ) = 0, so by Remark 2.8, χ(ρ)
coincides with Definition 2.7. Hence, < ρL|R˜mT (z)|ρR >=< ρL|RmT (z)|ρR >.
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For generalized normal rulings, the analogue for Lemma 2.9 no longer holds. However,
by looking at the change under Legendrian isotopies, we still have
Corollary 6.8. Given any Legendrian tangle (T, µ) and any m-graded generalized normal
rulings ρL, ρR for TL, TR respectively, < ρL|R˜mT (z)|ρR > defines a Legendrian isotopy
invariant. Moreover, if T = T1 ◦ T2 is a composition of two Legendrian tangles, then the
composition axiom for the generalized Ruling polynomials holds:
< ρL|R˜mT (z)|ρR >=
∑
ρI
< ρL|R˜mT (z)|ρI >< ρI |R˜mT (z)|ρR >
where the sum is over all m-graded generalized normal rulings ρI of (T1)R = (T2)L.
Proof. The composition axiom follows from the definition. The Legendrian isotopy in-
variance is slightly nontrivial. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.10, we need to
study the behavior of < ρL|R˜mT (z)|ρR > under a smooth isotopy, or a Legendrian Reide-
meister move of Type I, II, III respectively. The only nontrivial case is the Legendrian
Reidemeister Type III move, when the bijection in Lemma 2.9 can fail. Otherwise, the
proof is the same as that of Theorem 2.10. By the composition axiom, it suffices to show
< ρL|R˜mT (z)|ρR >=< ρL|R˜mT ′(z)|ρR >, when T, T ′ differ by Legendrian Reidemeister Type
III move, and T, T ′ both consist of exactly the 3 crossings appeared in the Type III move
(Figure 1.2 (right)). We only illustrate the proof by showing one such nontrivial case, as
in Figure 6.1. The other cases are either trivial or similar. In the example of the figure,
the 3 crossings are all of degree 0 modulo m. Say, the endpoints connected to one of the
3 crossings are k− 1, k, k+ 1 (both in T and T ′), then k, k+ 1 are homological and k− 1
is lower with respect to ρL (and also ρR). With these fixed boundary isomorphism types
ρL, ρR, T admits 2 m-graded generalized normal rulings ρ1, ρ2 (Figure 6.1 (left)), and T
′
admits a unique m-graded generalized normal ruling ρ′ (Figure 6.1 (right)). Moreover,
s(ρ1) = 1, h(ρ1) = 0, s(ρ2) = 2, h(ρ) = 1, and s(ρ
′) = 1, h(ρ′) = 2. Hence by Definition
6.6, have < ρL|R˜mT (z)|ρR >= z( qq−1)0 + z3( qq−1)1 and < ρL|R˜mT ′(z)|ρR >= z3( qq−1)2. One
can see that they are equal precisely when z = q
1
2 − q− 12 . 
Figure 6.1. In the example of the figure, the Reidemeister Type III move
induces a correspondence between two m-graded generalized normal rul-
ings ρ1, ρ2 for T (left), and one m-graded generalized normal ruling ρ
′ for T ′
(right), with the fixed boundary isomorphism types. In the figure, the cross-
ings all have degree 0 modulo m, “H” indicates the homological endpoints,
the switches are the crossings appeared in the boundary of the shadowed
disks.
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On the other hand, the main results of Section 4.2-4.3 admit a direct generalization to
the case of generalized normal rulings, with completely the same arguments. The only
exception is Corollary 4.18, where the same argument there doesn’t apply to the general
case. However, this is not an issue since we didn’t use the corollary anywhere else.
More specifically, fix m-graded generalized normal rulings ρL, ρr for TL, TR respectively
and take any L in Om(ρL; k). As in Equation 4.2.1, we obtain a decomposition of the
augmentation variety
Augm(T, L, ρR; k) = unionsqρAugρm(T, L; k)(6.3.3)
where ρL runs over all m-graded generalized normal rulings of T such that ρ|TL =
ρL, ρ|TR = ρR, and Augρm(T, L; k) is defined as in Definition 4.13. Moreover, as in Theo-
rem 5.10, have
Augρm(T, L; k)
∼= (k∗)−χ(ρ)−h(ρ)+B × kr(ρ)+h(ρ)(6.3.4)
The proof is completely similar. Finally, as in Theorem 4.19, we obtain the following
direct generalization:
augm(T, ρL, ρR; q) = q
− d+B
2 zB < ρL|R˜mT (z)|ρR > .(6.3.5)
In particular, this also shows the Legendrian isotopy invariance of augm(T, ρL, ρR; q) with-
out using the arguments in the proof of Corollary 4.18. Similarly, as in Remark 5.11, one
also obtains a structure theorem for Augm(ρL, ρR; k) for any m-graded generalized normal
rulings ρL, ρR of TL, TR respectively.
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